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Foreword
How do individual personalities, family relationships, school environment,
and type of community interact to contribute to delinquency and criminal
behavior? The Project on Human Development in Chicago Neighborhoods
is an unprecedented longitudinal study that aims to answer this question by
examining the development of delinquency, criminal behavior, and substance
abuse from birth to young adulthood, witha particular focus on the effects of
community and neighborhood contexts on individual behavior. The National
Institute of Justice, in partnership with the John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation, is supporting this project to generate informed recommendations for crime prevention and intervention strategies.
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Introduction
by Felton Earls, M.D., and John K. Holton, Ph.D.
The Project on Human Development in Chicago Neighborhoods (the Project) is a major
interdisciplinary study aimed at deepening society's understanding of the causes and
pathways of juvenile delinquency, adult crime, substance abuse, and violence. It is directed
from the Harvard School of Public Health and funded by the John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation and the National Institute of Justice. (The study is described in
greater detail in the booklet Intricate Pathways.)
The Project is unique in both size and scope, combining two studies into a single,
comprehensive design. The first is an intensive study of Chicago's neighborhoods--their
social, economic, organizational, political, and cultural structures, and the dynamic changes
that take place within these structures. The second study will follow 7,000 randomly selected
children; adolescents, and young adults, looking at the changing circumstances of their lives
as well as the personal characteristics that may lead them toward or away from a variety of
antisocial behaviors. The Project's interest centers on violent crime and substance abuse but
also encompasses the many forms of juvenile delinquency and adult crime, from shoplifting
to securities fraud. As the Project has evolved over several years of planning, its initial focus
on studying problematic behaviors has broadened to include an interest in social competence.
In this way the long-term objectives are relevant to creation of knowledge that not only
informs violence prevention strategies but also is aimed at devising better approaches to the
promotion of social competence in children from infancy to young adulthood.
Since its earliest planning meetings in 1988 to the beginning of data collection in 1994 and
beyond, the Project has worked to extend the frontier of social science research in order to
accomplish what may be considered the most ambitious social science research study ever
attempted. Building on previous research, Project researchers have made new advances in the
areas of research design and measurement, data collection, management, and analysis. The
Project has taken advantage of some of the most advanced technologies available in order to
facilitate and manage fieldwork activities and to manage the enormous volume of data
coming in to its field office. The Project has established important contacts and agreements
with agencies in Chicago in order to incorporate existing sources of data into its analytical
framework. Instruments have been translated into Spanish and Polish, and bilingual research
assistants have been hired to increase the Project's sensitivity in assessing diverse
populations. The Project is continuously working to establish community contacts to provide
accurate information about Project goals, to be responsive to public relations controversies,
and ~to gain the long-term support and cooperation of study participants. Two newsletters
have been initiated to distribute information about the study to both the local and research
communities. Internal communications have also been advanced through the use of e-mail to
facilitate the collaboration of staff members in different locations. A system for compiling
and managing the growing collection of Project documents has been established and is being
maintained. In the past year, two new components have been added to the study to examine

the earliest possible determinants of antisocial and criminal behavior by studying 6-month-old
infants as well as post=traumatic stress disorder and the effects of Children's exposure to
violence.
Organizational

Components
t

There are•three organizational elements of the Project, which are represented in figure O.1.
First, a group of scientific directors are currently responsible for the design and execution of
all components of the study. In its current form, the Project consists of an intensive study of
social organization in'a wide range of Chicago neighborhoods and a longitudinal study of
neighborhoods in the city; a longitudinal study of several overlapping age groups to examine
the types of family and individual characteristics that predispose individuals to negative
outcomes of academic underachievement, criminal and violent behavior, and substance abuse;
and the analytical challenge of combining ~these multilevel (neighborhood, family, individual),
longitudinal data into an efficient program of statistical analyses. The second and t h i r d
organizational elements are administrative and technical. They are meant to represent
Harvard University's responsibility in supervising and managing the overall enterprise.
Because Chicago is in a separate location from the university, it was necessary to replicate
and extend some aspects of the university's management to this site. But the Chicago site
also carries the lion's share of the scientific mission, since it is here that all the collection
and initial processing of data take place~
Startup
F o u r interesting challenges loomed during the startup phase of the Project: recruiting and
hiring staff, establishing an office culture, organizing the operational relationships, and
sustaining the research mission away from the parent institution. Constructing a successful
organization to accomplish the long-term tasks of the Project would be based on how well
thes e challenges were managed.
In building a multiyear, multitask office, the first hurdle was to identify and hire staff
:
capable of producing defensible data. The desirable candidates were those possessing a
combination of complementary capabilities: exactness and flexibility, stability and
adaptability, Persistence and diffidence, and the ability to work independently when matched
against rigorous accountability s t a n d a r d s . .
Hiring staff meant pursuing individuals who came closest to this ideal. For example,
although a research assistant or field interviewer would spend up to 6 weeks learning the
assessment protocol, the prototype candidate was expected to be bilingual; that is, the
candidate would be proficient in a formal language such as Spanish, Polish, Russian, or Twi,
and in the informal language of the street or a lingo specific to a subculture such as drug or
cyberspace usage. The candidate also would possess a street logic, or sixth sense, necessary
to negotiate entry into neighborhoods and to gain household access.
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The successful interviewer would be capable of engaging potential respondents ranging from
a 6-year-old to a grandparent. In a city as large and diverse as Chicago, interviewers would
need to be adept at perceiving when issues of gender, race, class, and culture become
paramount in their encounters. To ignore or misunderstand the subtleties of these social
encounters could jeopardize the safety of an interviewer. Chicago, after all, ~shares a place in
contemporary folklore as the home of gangsters and, although not a statistical "murder
capital," still harbors the realistic threats of bodily injury and fatality within all of its
neighborhoods.
Since these qualities were not seen as restricted to either college graduates or community
activists, recruitment efforts permitted a broad range of possibilities. Although the f'mal staff
tally produced a mixture of personal employment histories, most interviewers were graduates
of 4-year institutions, and many also had advanced training in neighborhood survival skills.
This technical report is a detailed account of the develogment of the Project's scientific
products.

Figure O.1
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Part One: Survey Methods
and Field Operations

Chapter 1. Sampling Plan
by Stephen Raudenbush, Ed.D., and Stephen L. Buka, Sc.D.

Study Design
The Project ion Human Development in Chicago Neighborhoods combines two studies into a
single, integrated design. The first is an intensive study of Chicago's neighborhoods--their
social, economic, organizational, political, and cultural structures, and the dynamic changes
that take place within these structures. This is accomplished through a series of data
collection efforts at the community level, including a community survey of Chicago
residents, interviews with neighborhood experts, systematic social observations involving
block-by-block videotaping, and analyses of school, police, court, and other agency records.
The second is a longitudinal cohort study involving seven randomly selected cohorts of
children, adolescents, and young adults, each including approximately 1,000 participants who
will be interviewed annually. The sampling plan for two key features of this design, the
community Survey (CS) and the longitudinal cohort study (LCS), is described in this section.
Overview

The Project's community survey is a multidimensional assessment by Chicago residents of
their, neighborhoods. Neighborhoods are operationally defined as 343 clusters of city blocks,
hereafter called "neighborhood clusters" (NCs), chosen to be geographically compact and
internally homogenous with respect to socioeconomic and ethnic mix, housing density, and
family structure.
The 343 NCs contain all of the dwelling units in Chicago, and every NC was represented in
the sample. Thus, the NCs are strata rather than sampling units for purposes of the CS. The
basic design for the CS has three stages: at stage 1, city blocks were sampled within each
NC; at stage 2, dwelling units were sampled within blocks; and at stage 3, one adult resident
was sampled within each selected dwelling unit.
Although this three-stage design within each stratum was straightforward, the sample size
and method of sampling differed depending upon whether or not an NC was one of the 80
NCs selected for the Project's LCS. The 80 selected NCs are referred to as "sample NCs,"
and the remaining 263 NCs are designated as "nonsample NCs" (all 343 are represented in
the CS).
The target sample size for each nonsample NC was 20. The CS sampling plan for the
nonsample NCs called for selection of nine blocks within an NC, three dwelling units within
a block, and one resident within a dwelling unit, potentially producing 27 (9 x 3) interviews.
Givena dwelling unit occupancy rate of .90 and a response rate of .85, about 20 completed
interviews per nonsample NC could be expected.
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For the 80 sample NCs, the target sample size was 50. The CS sampling plan for the sample
NCs built upon work already done in selecting blocks for the LCS. Within these blocks, a
systematic random sample of, on average, 65.4 dwelling units was selected, with one
respondent sampled per dwelling unit. Again, given a .90 dwelling unit occupancy rate and a
response rate of .85, this sample was expected to yield about 50 completed interviews per
sample NC.
In sum, the sample design for the CS called for 20 interviews per nonsarnple NC, yielding
5,260 (20 x 263) completed interviews from the nonsample NCs, and 50 interviews per
sample NC, yielding 4,000 (50 x 80) completed interviews from the sample NCs, for an
overall target sample size of 5,260 + 4,000 = 9,260. To obtain a more detailed
understanding of the sampling plan requires discussion of (a) the construction of the 343
NCs, and (b) sample selection within the sample and nonsample NCs.
Construction of 343 NCs

Chicago's 847 populated census tracts were combined to create 343 NCs. The overriding
considerations in forming NCs were that they should be ecologically meaningful areal units
composed of geographically contiguous census tracts, internally homogeneous on a variety of
census indicators, and sufficiently large to yield adequate and nearly balanced sample sizes of
persons for the LCS. A series of cluster analyses of census data helped guide the construction
of internally homogenous NCs with respect to racial-ethnic mix, socioeconomic status,
housing density, and family organization. Random effects analyses of variance produced
intracluster correlation coefficients to assess the degree to which this goal had been achieved;
the analyses revealed that the clustering had been quite successful in producing internal
homogeneity of NCs. Geographic boundaries (e.g., railroad tracks and freeways) and
knowledge of traditional local community areas also were used to construct NCs with
ecological integrity.
Census data were used to operationalize the two stratification variables: racial-ethnic mix
(seven levels) and socioeconomic status (three levels). The NCs were cross-classified by
these 2 variables, as displayed in table 1.1, and a stratified probability sample of 80 NCs was
drawn for the LCS.
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Table 1.1: Final Racial/Ethnic Composition by Socioeconomic Status (SES) Strata (NC = 343)
Racial/Ethnic Strata

75 % or More
African American

mgh s z s

.Medium

37

77

i

All SES
Groups

11

125

! . ,

175% or More White
75% or More
Hispanic

0
12

"

• "

,,

.

9

69

•74

,.0

21

-,
6

2 0 % or M o r e
Hispanic/20 %

or More White

: 12

58

F

1¸ ,

20% or More
'Hispanic)20%
or More African
American

,

4

9
• : i¸ .
t

20% or More
African American/
,20 % or More White
Neighborhood
Clusters Not
• Classified Above
All
N,:C s
•

"2

4

" 8

• 15

12

35

114

115

343

114
t

,•

17

..

Selection of NCs for the LCS. The number of NCs falling into the 21 strata created by the
cross-classification of racial-ethnic mix and socioeconomic status was quite variable. The aim
of the Project was to obtain nearly equal numbers of NCs from each of the strata. In fact, 3
of the 21 strata were empty, and an additional 3 cells had fewer than 5 NCs. NCs were
selected with certainty in these 3 cells. I n other strata, 4 NCs were selected by means of a
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systematic random sample after sorting by socioeconomic status and housing density, l
Because of the sparseness of several strata, a sample of 4 NCs per stratum could not produce
the desired total sample of 80 NCs. The balance of NCs were sampled from the largest strata
by means of a systematic random sample.

CS Respondent Selection Within Nonsample NCs
As mentioned earlier, the aim was to select nine blocks per NC and, within each block, three
dwelling units, with one respondent per dwelling unit. Blocks were selected with probability
proportional to size; dwelling units within blocks and persons within dwelling units were
selected at random. The tasks at each stage are described below.
Selecting blocks. The method o f Selection was a systematic random sample with probability
proportional to the number of dwelling units in the block. To achieve this, blocks were listed
in block number order. Associated with each block was the number of dwelling units in that
block as given in the 1990 census, along with the cumulative total number of dwelling units.
Nine equal intervals between o~ and N + ~ were computed, where N is the number of
dwelling units in the NC and ~ is a random number between 0 and N/9. Associated with the
endpoint of each interval was a particular block, and that block was selected into the
sample. 2

Selecting dwelling units. All of the dwelling units within a selected block were listed, and,
from the list, three were selected at random.
Selecting respondents. Within each selected dwelling unit, a list of persons 18 years and
•older was obtained, and one person from that list was selected at random to be interviewed.

CS Respondent Selection Within Sample NCs
For sample NCs, the goal was to interview 50 survey respondents. Under assumptions of an
occupancy rate of .90 and a response rate of .85, 65.4 survey respondents per NC were
required.
Selecting and listing of blocks. To accomplish the purposes of the LCS, a large number of
blocks were selected and listed as described in detail elsewhere. These blocks constituted a
simple random sample of all blocks in the NC.

raThe advantages of systematic sampling for increasing precision and reducing costs are discussed, for
example, by Seheaffer, Mendenhall, and Ott, Elementary Survey Sampling, Boston: Duxbury Press, 1990,
chapter 7.
:'If a block contained more than N/9 dwelling units, that block was selected with certainty and removed from
the list. A new interval was then constructed having width N/8 and a systematic random sample of size 8 was
drawn. Blocks with fewer than three dwelling units were treated as if they had three dwelling units.

Selecting dwelling units. A systematic random sample of dwelling units was drawn within
the set of listed blocks in each sample NC. First, dwelling units were sorted by census tract,
by block group within census tract, by block within block group, and by address within
block. Equal intervals of length K/65.4 between B and K + B were computed, where K is
the number of addresses in the NC and B is a random number between 0 and K/65.4.
Associated with the endpoint of each interval was a particular address, and that address was
selected into the sample.
Selecting respondents. As with nonsample NCs, a list of persons 18 years and older, was
obtained within each selected dwelling unit, and one person from that list was selected at
random to be interviewed.

Selection of Subjects for the Longitudinal Cohort Study
Dwelling unit `listing. For each of the 80 target NCs, dwelling units were listed and sampled
for subsequent household member enumeration and subject enrollment. This entire process
was completed on a neighborhood-by-neighborhood basis. First, dwelling units within an NC
were listed using established field procedures. In most instances, all units within an NC w e r e
listed; for particularly large NCs, a random sample of blocks was selected for listing
(proportional to the estimated number of eligible subjects within the NC). Within each NC,
the listed dwelling units were assigned at random to 1 of 12 equal-sized replicates. Replicates
were consecutively assigned for enumeration and subject enrollment, with all dwelling units
per replicate released for fieldwork until the requisite sample size was drawn.

HousehoRd enumeration and subject enrollment. All sampled dwelling units were
enumerated using a specially designed survey instrument that ascertains the ages and genders
of all household members. All household members who are within 6 months of one of the
seven cohort ages at the time of enumeration are eligible for study participation (e.g., 2 years
6 months to 3 years 6 months; 17 years 6 months to 18 years 6 months). All pregnancies are
treated as eligible for study participation. The recruitment of all eligible participants within a
household ensures that the sample will reflect the household composition of the NC for each
cohor and minimizes the variance of estimated NC-level parameter estimates.
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Chapter 2. Sample Retention and Locating
by James R. Coldren, Jr., Ph.D.
A sample retention and locating plan was developed and is coordinated by the Agency
Records/Sample Retention Unit (AR/SRU) to guide this task over the course of the study.
Often referred to as "subject tracking," the Project's approach to sample retention and
locating is governed by the following principles and assumptions:
Sample retention and locating is a projectwide responsibility. Success in sample retention
and locating participants will depend on the coordinated efforts of all major units within
the Project.
Sample retention is a proactive task. Rather than waiting for study participants to become
hard to find, participants should be contacted periodically and made to feel linked to the
Project.
Guidelines and principles for sample retention and locating should be established
immediately. They will come into play during Wave I (for eligible participants, identified
by Abt Associates, who are hard to locate), and more so during Waves N-VIII.
Sample retention and locating procedures will emerge over the next few years as
assessment Waves I-rll are completed and as methods are crafted. Immediate tasks and
responsibilities must be estabhshed, but these will change as project experience is
accumulated.
The Project's approach to sample retention and locating is explained in more detail below
and is followed by a preliminary model for participant locating, a three-stage process of
increasing agency effort that will be implemented once a study participant becomes hard to
find.
Sample retention and locating tasks are not well defined in the literature and the Project's
work is so novel, Project staff' will have to develop standards and procedures. For these
reasons, the locating model will be evaluated continually. Changes to the model, procedures,
and responsibilities wiU be made as necessary; this will require routine feedback via
debrief'rags of field staff and supervisors. Included is a checklist of questions, statements, and
observations to be made during the assessment that will assist in locating participants in the
future and i n assessing risk for attrition. The final section presents a plan of action (list of
tasks) to establish the sample retention function.
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Approach to Sample Retention and Locating
The goal of sample retention is twofold: (1) to keep as many study participants as possible
engaged in the project, and (2) to collect as much information and develop as many resources
as possible for use in locating study participants who move or otherwise become hard to find.
Sample retention will entail locating procedures, and at times staff interviewers will have to
use street knowledge and every means possible to locate study participants who are
particularly hard to reach. The work of sample retention, however, is up-front and preventive
in nature--the goal is to prevent subject attrition. The sample retention task; then, becomes
one of using early contacts with all study participants--the screening process conducted by
Abt Associates, the enrollment process, and Wave I assessments conducted by Cohort
Assessment Unit (CAU) research assistants--as the place to begin the work of sample
retention. Recording data from these early contacts and periodic contacts between assessment
visits will work to the Project's benefit, as will reminding participants of their involvement
with the Project, of the Project's need for them in the future, and of their importance.
This approach to sample retention suggests that much of the work will be done proactively.
Interviewers will capitalize on the opportunities provided by early contacts by instilling pride
and commitment to the Project and by assessing attrition risk, rather than waiting for people
to disappear and then tracking them down (see chart 2:1).
Early contacts with study participants provide Opportunities to emphasize their importance to
the Project, to make observations and collect information pertinent to the future task of
finding study participants, and to ask pertinent questions about their future plans. Information
gained from Abt Associates, the Wave I assessments, and agency records will be used to
locate people during assessment Waves II-VIII. Plans should be developed to contact
longitudinal and community survey respondents during interim time periods and to develop
other incentives for individuals to participate in the Project. These plans may include an
ongoing mail campaign, identifying those at risk for attrition and focusing contact efforts on
them, and periodic mailing of newsletters or other notices.
A proactive approach to Sample retention should include incentives for participants other than
payment for their time. Inexpensive gifts for participants should be considered, as should
gifts to individuals and agencies who are helpful with locating tasks, Other projects have
used "finding fees," paying individuals for locating participants or for information, or
donations (such as books for school libraries). These ideas and options should be given
immediate consideration. They may involve devoting staff time to developing corporate and
foundation relations.
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A 3-Stage Model for Locating Study Participants
Some participants will be hard to locate or will simply drop out of the sample from time to
time (for varying amounts of time). 1 To make the best use of project resources and apply
them to the task of locating participants, a three-stage model for locating participants will be
used. Chart 2.2 depicts the three-stage locating process.

Stage 1: CAU Locating Efforts Using Inhouse Resources
As the Project's primary field staff, research assistants and supervisors will make the initial
attempts to locate longitudinal cohort members to schedule and conduct assessments. They
constitute the front line of sample retention and locating. When they determine that a
longitudinal cohort member is hard to. find or has moved, they will consult inhouse data
resources in an attempt to locate the person, or they may refer the locating task to the
Agency Records Unit (ARU). The Project's data management sYstem (DMS) will have
special reports with pertinent locating information (e.g., names and addresses of friends and
relatives, school information, work information) that staff may request. Once these remedies
are exhausted, a more intensive search of records will take place. 2

Stage 2: Locating with Agency Records and Contacts
At this point, ARU should be•involved in the locating task. When the locating resources in
Stage 1 do not result in a find, a more intensive search into inhouse agency record data flies
will be undertaken, and ARU staff may request special record searches at any of a variety of
agencies, both in and out of State. Visits to these agencies (schools, jails, hospitals, etc.)
may be required.

Stage 3: Intensive Locating
This is the most intensive search process. ARU may rely on other online searches, some of
which involve a fee. Within reasonable geographic limits, the ARU sample locator will work
with CAU staff to determine the best places to look for a participant and use every means

'If, for example, 30 percent of 24,000 respondents (15,000 participants plus primary caregivers, plus 9,000
community survey respondents) will move (or be hard to locate for other reasons) over the next 8 years, and
moves will take place about every 2.5 years (some will be out of State), then approximately 3,000 participants,
or approximately 250 per month, will move or be hard to loeate each year.
• ~'lae point at which a research assistant or supervisor requests locating assistance from ARU is not clearly
defined, nor should it be at this early stage. It will depend on the current caseload as well as on the status of
DMS development (availability of online locating resources) and other factors. Locating responsibilities
regarding community survey respondents have not been addressed. It is unclear how the responsibility for this
task will be shared between Project and future survey contractors for the community household surveys and key
informant interviews.
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possible to locate the person and arrange an interview. Visits will typically be made to the
neighborhood, schools, workplaces, churches, local stores, and businesses.
It is important to view this process as an all-out team effort. Successful retention and locating
will depend on the skills and resources•in each of the Project units, as explained below.
Sample Retention and Locating Responsibilities
Sample retention is a projectwide responsibility with shared tasks and responsibilities across
all units, coordinated by AR/SRU.
Cohort Assessment Unit. The initial and annual Contacts with study participants by CAU
field staff represent critical moments for engaging participants for the long term, impressing
upon them the importance of their participation, conveying caring messages, and assessing
risk for attrition or moving. ARU will depend on CAU for risk assessments; warnings about
potential or actual loss. of participants, and periodic debrief'rags on field experience (Abt
Associates and National Opinion Research Council interviewers should be debriefed as well).
Most participants should be found during Stage 1 in the locating process. With work and
caseload demands as they are, successful locating in Stage 1 will depend on fluid
communication between CAU and ARU.
Data Management and Quality Control Unit (DMQC). DMQC will provide data a n d
computing services needed to conduct risk ~issessment and locating. Eariy warning/risk
indicators may come from the Abt Associates screening data and from• enr011ment/Wave I
data. A special set of computer files or tables may be created to hold contact/locating
records. Standardized reports will be created and accessible on DMS. Since locating will rely
on agency and Project cohort assessment records, links with DMQC will be constant.
Locating some participants will require modem communications and access to external
information services, which als o will require Support from DMQC.
:

,

,

External Relations Unit. Good community relations will be an essential component of
sample retention and participant locating activities. Community organizations may be
contacted as the Project looks for study participants or for advice regarding how to locate
individuals--tasks that require trusting relationships between the Project and the community.
To the extent that Project staff develop corporate relations to secure donations to obtain other
incentives for individuals and agencies, the External Relations Unit will play a key role.
Board of Scientific Directors. There will be close oversight of the sample retention/attriti0n
problem. Expectations, tolerances, and resources relating to sample retention and locating
should be clearly communicated, and Project activities in Ihese areas will be monitored
closely .
.
.
.
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Early Assessment of Risk for Attrition
This section presents a form, the Checklist for the Early Assessment of Risk for Attrition
(see checklist 2.1), that CAU research assistants will complete at the end of each assessment,
along with the Project release of information form. The checklist covers nine items that field
interviewers should either ask respondents, make observations about, or mention to
respondents at the end Of the assessment process. This information will contribute proactively
to sample retention by producing information that will help identify those at risk for attrition
and locate participants in the future.
Plan of Action

Table 2.1 presents an action plan for initiating sample retention and locating activities. It
identifies activities at three levels of urgency--immediate (starting December 1994), short
term (through January 1995), and long term. Pending review and discussion, these activities
(and any modifications) will be incorporated into the ARU management and intelligence
plans.
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Chart 2.1
Opportunities for Sample Retention Activities
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Checklist 2.1
Project on Human Development in Chicago Neighborhoods
Checklist for the Early Assessment of Risk for Attrition
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Axe you planning on moving/leaving home in the next year?

If "Yes," where

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

(city~State~neighborhood)?

When?
2.

Do you plan on changing jobs in the near future?

If "Yes," when?

New employer?

New employment address:

3.

Do you plan on changing schools or going away to school?

If "Yes," what will the new school be?

!

New school address:

.

Can you give me the names, addresses, and phone numbers of two close friends or
relatives who might be able to help us locate you in the future?

Name: 1.

.

Relationship:
Address:

City/State/Zip:
Phone:

retain.frm

!
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Checklist 2 . 1
continued
'm

Try to:::m~e: the [ono~.Observafion s a t . t h e :doseof:the session.

.

6.

/

Make note of any observations or statements made by the respondent that suggest
he/she may be moving or does not consider his/her current housing permanent.

Did the respondent seem (check one):
annoyed _ _

nervous ~

bored _ _

afraid

Please note any other observations about the respondent's demeanor:

.

Using the scale below, make your best assessment of the respondent's risk for
attrition:
Circle one:
1

2

3

4

5

Least risk

Greatest risk

for attrition

for attrition

Making statements along the lines suggested below will help prepare respondents for future
assessments.

.

Let the respondents know that we will be contacting them in the future to arrange the
next visit and that they may be contacted by phone or mail in the interim.

.

Let the respondents know how important they are to us, how what they tell us will be
helpful to many other families, how you will look forward to seeing them/their
children grow over the years, etc.

retain.frm
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Table 2.1
Sample Retention and Locating Activities
Immediate (starting
December 1994)
Hire the sample retention
coordinator

Short Term (through
January 1995)

Long Term

Visit with Northwestern
University longitudinal study
team

Implement !nterim contact
plans for community and
longitudinal cohorts

Work with CAU to develop
guidelines and principles for
sample retention and
locating

Interview and hire sample
locater

Additional programming and
technical ~requests to DMQC

Establish a schedule for
debriefing Abt Associates
and Project interviewers

Conduct in-service with
CAU

Continue staff in-service

Establish a schedule for
accompanying Projecton
Human Development in
Chicago Neighborhoods
(PHDCN) RAs into the field

Monitor and revise sample
retention plans

Develop PHDCN risk model
for attrition

Revise the ARU
management and intelligence
plans

Prepare written procedures
and principles for sample
retention and locating
activities

Continue research- and
information-gathering
activities relating to sample
retention

Develop incentives and
interim contact ideas

Develop periodic
•attrition/locating report
formats for the Board of
Scientific Directors

Reassess agency records
access with sample retention
in mind

Develop a corporate
donation plan for gifts and
incentives

Develop out-of-State
: ..
connections for locating
purposes

Obtain an account number
from the post Office for
mailing indicia "

Revise the PHDCN study
participant contact log and
relevant portions of DMS

Conduct research on
mobility within and out of
Chicago

Work with DMQC to '
develop standard locating
screens and reports

"'

,

Establish contacts with
locating/reference services

Solicit corporate donations
for incentives and gifts

Chapter 3. Computer Mapping Technology
by James R. Coldren, Jr., Ph.D., and John D. Markovic, M.A.

As PC:based computer mapping technology has become increasingly advanced, user friendly,
and affordable, the Agency Records and Sample Retention Unit (AR/SRU), led by James
(Chip) Coldren, has taken advantage of the opportunity to develop its own sophisticated
mapping capability, which now plays an important role in the Project. There are three basic
types of maps that offer a unique way to illustrate and examine information:
• Boundary or area maps show the geographic borders of "recognized areas."
• Thematic maps use different shades, patterns, or colors to display variation in a measure
across geographic areas.
• tt'n-maps display the location of events, buildings, organizations, etc.

These different types of maps can also be combined to illustrate even more powerful
information. AR/SRU is currently using computer mapping technology in several ways to
support the Project's goals.

Planning for Field Work
AR/SRU creates maps of various types as aids for supervisors and research assistants in the
field as well as for Project administrators. Frequently, AR/SRU creates maps depicting small
areas (most often a single Project neighborhood cluster) with cross streets, census tracts, and
blocks identified. These maps are helpful to field supervisors who generally assign household
screening tasks by census tract and block. One of the more popular maps to date displays the
entire city with Project neighborhood clusters and major cross-streets identified; this map is
referred to often whenever cluster-oriented planning is taking place. Another map uses U.S.
census data to identify areas with high concentrations of linguistic isolation, assisting field
supervisors in making field assignments for multilingual staff.

Identifying Boundaries Within Chicago
Neighborhood cluster boundaries are of great interest to the Project staff, but there are a host
of other boundary issues with which to contend. For example, the Project clusters are nested
within the 77 commonly recognized Chicago community areas (in a few instances, the
Project clusters cross community area boundaries). AR/SRU is in the process of Creating a
series of boundary maps that clearly display the relationship of the neighborhood cluster
boundaries with other political or administrative boundaries such as police districts and beats,
ZIP code areas, and school boundaries. As the research plan unfolds, the relationship of
Project neighborhood clusters to other political or administrative boundaries will be examined
with the help of computer mapping.
21

Studying the Chicago Context With Maps
A key component of the research agenda in Chicago includes studying citywide context from
various perspectives and using different data sources. AR/SRU is regularly seeking out
sources of geo-based information (information that can be linked, by address, to coordinates
or with specified boundaries on a map) to examine social, politicall, economic, or other
important phenomena across the city. AR/SRU has created thematic maps depicting poverty
or crime across census tracts in Chicago, the distribution of scattered public housing, deaths
related to the recent heat wave (see map 3.1), and the like. Such maps typically attract
interest because they are cognitively appealing to audiences and they have the power to
communicate effectively, what used to be attempted with large tables of numbers. Maps also
represent the beginning of an important research tradition at the Project--studying and
depicting the distribution of aggregate measures of neighborhood quality of life across space
(neighborhoods) and time.
Recently, the Projec t created several maps illustrating: (1) the geographic convergence of
crime and low birth weight (see map 3.2), and (2) the geographic convergence of crime and
educational attainment (see map 3.3).
In addition, AR/SRU is laying the groundwork for the study's futureuse of mapping
technology. Because the project will be dealing simultaneously with a variety of community
definitions, data will be maintained at various levels of aggregation. For example, mobility
data from the 1990 census are available at the census tract level and can be aggregated easily
to the neighborhood cluster and community area levels (since census tracts are contained
entirely within these larger geographic units). Some types of aggregation will present unique
challenges. For instance, attributing school performance scores to neighborhood clusters will
be no simple matter since school boundaries sometimes cut across neighborhood cluster
boundaries. If a particular neighborhood cluster is served by three elementary schools, it may
be necessary to explore techniques that account proportionately for each school's contribution
to a neighborhood cluster score. Therefore, the development of the Project's computer
mapping capabilities must proceed in a deliberate and careful manner.
The possibilities for new developments in computer mapping lead down some exciting and
challenging paths. The Project community survey that was recently completed contains
information pertaining to "cognitive boundaries," how individuals define their neighborhoods
in terms of space (north, south, east, and west boundaries). Comparing self-reported
neighborhood boundaries to more arbitrary and officiM definitions should produce interesting
results, as should the comparison of self-reported boundaries across individuals by age. As
the schools, police, juvenile justice, public housing, and other major social institutions in
Chicago undergo massive planned changes over the next decade, computer mapping will help
in describing and evaluating how those changes are reflected across different sectors of the
city.
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The power of computer mapping lies more in the effective communication of data than in
data analysis. As the Project mines its vast data resources from both interviews and agency
records, computer mapping will be an essential vehicle for presenting the Project's f'mdings
to different audiences.
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MAP 3.1

Identified Victims of Chicago's 1995 Heat Wave
and Census Tract Poverty Level (1990)
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Chapter 4. Accessing and Assessing Agency Records
by James R. Coldren, Jr., Ph.D., and John D. Markovic, M.A.

The primary tasks of the Agency Records and Sample Retention Unit (AR/SRU) are to:
• Identify, document, and assess the quality and availability of data obtainable from public
and private agencies that are pertinent to the Project.
• Develop working agreements with those agencies.
• Collect data for Project research and management purposes from agency f'des and data
bases.
These data generally include the outcome measures of delinquency, criminality, school
performance, and various health indicators; aggregate measures of these and other
community characteristics (offending rates, community structure, birth rates, and other
quality-of-life indicators); and data that generally describe study participants' contacts with
public (chiefly governmental) agencies in Chicago, Cook County, and the State of Illinois.
AR/SRU may be the first formalized department within a large-scale research project to
focus on issues of agency records, and it has carefully designed, implemented, and
documented the process used for accomplishing th.ese goals. AR/SRU prepared a paper titled
"A Systematic Process of Accessing and Assessing Agency Records for Longitudinal
Research" (Coldren, Markovic, McElvain, and Lazer, 1995) to document the details of the
process and contribute to the field of research management by explaining operational details,
or how things get done. This paper is, in part, summarized below.
The primary use for agency records will be to obtain outcome measures, particularly of
youth and adult offenders, from self-report instruments and, to the extent possible, to
document careers of offenders (including onset, persistence, desistence, seriousness,
frequency, and sanctions) using official data from police, courts, and corrections agencies.
School performance is another outcome measure that agency record data will provide.
Other important uses for agency record data include collecting current and historical data at
aggregate levels (census tract, schools, school district, police district, community area, etc.)
and collecting data that can be used to validate or supplement Project measures at the
individual or community level. Aggregate data can be used to develop historical, social, and
political contexts for the Project as well as to develop community quality-of-life indicators to
correlate with the Project's various community measures.
As discussed in chapter 2, "Sample Retention and Locating," AR/SRU also anticipates
relying on agency record data to locate study participants who are hard to find. It is not
known at this juncture how difficult it will be to locate participants in subsequent years, but
this is a task for which agency record data will be helpful.
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To collect record data, AR/SRU has established working agreements with the following nine
agencies: Chicago Police Department, Illinois State Police, Juvenile Court of Cook County,
Cook County Criminal Court (including Adult Probation), Cook County Department of
Corrections, Illinois Department of Corrections, Chicago Board of Education (public:
schools), Archdiocese Office of Catholic Education (Catholic schools), and the Chicago
Department of Health. Table 4.1 lists the types of data berg collected by each of the
agencies. AR/SRU expects to develop agreements with other city agencies, suburban police
•agencies and courts, and child and public welfare agencies over the next several years.
Table 4.1
AR/SRU Activity with City, County, and State Agencies

Agency

Types of Data

Chicago Police Department

Individual youth community adjustment and arrest records,
adult arrestrecords, police dispositions, aggregated
incidents (reported offenses) at the census tract level

Illinois State Police

.a/dult arrest and criminal history records

Juvenile Court of Cook
County

Court dispositions for youth arrests, informal dispositions,
sentencing outcomes, youth detention

,Cook County Criminal Court

Court dispositions for adult' arrests and for youth arrests
transferred to adult court, dispositions, sentencing
outcomes

Cook County Department of
Corrections

Time spent in detention for, arrests, time served for minor
offenses and postrelease violations

Illinois Department of
Corrections

Time served in prison, postrelease violations

Chicago Board of Education

School enrollment and transfers, attendance, standardized
test scores, participation in special education, passing or
being held back, exit reasons; school-level climate
indicators such as attendance, percent low income,
mobility, chronictruancy, etc.

Archdiocese of Chicago,
Office of Catholic Education

School enrollment and transfers, attendance, standardized
test scores, passing or being held back, exit reasons;
school-level climate

ChiCago Department of
,Health

Birth and death records aggregated at the census tract
level
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In addition, AR/SRU maintains ongoing relationships with several Chicago-area research and
policy organizations that have worked with some of the agencies the Project believes it will be
necessary to contact. These relationships have proved helpful in learning about agencies and
developing contacts within them. For example, AR/SRU staff communicate on a regular basis
with the Chapin Hall Center for Children (a University of Chicago-based child welfare
research group), the Consortium for Chicago School Research (a citywide policy group, also
based at the University of Chicago, that is assessing the pace and impact of school reform in
Chicago), and the Chicago Area Research Association (a monthly gathering of substance abuse
and crime researchers in the Chicago area, sponsored by Treatment Alternatives for Special
Clients, known as T.A.S.C.). AR/SRU staff also attend monthly meetings of technical groups
consisting of city and county officials who are developing and refining criminal justice agency
information systems. These researcher-to-researcher, researcher-to-practitioner, and policyoriented links are an invaluable and ongoing component of AR/SRU's work. They keep
project staff abreast of developments in the various agencies and promote familiarity of the
Project and AR/SRU staff with the agencies and recordkeeping officials.
During AR/SRU's efforts to gain access to agency records, the unit learned how to develop a
cooperative and mutually beneficial relationship with an agency. Without this relationship,
data access would be difficult, if not impossible. AR/SRU created a seven-step process, which
is illustrated in figure 4.1 and summarized below. Although this process implies an orderly
progression in which each step builds upon the previous one, it is necessary to remain flexible
should an unusual situation arise.

Figure 4.1
A R / S R U Seven-Step Process
1°
Background ~ . ~
Reviewof
Agency

~;,

2.
Establish

Agency
Contact

.

Interview

.

Knowledgeable

Collect and
Assess Data

Persons

4.
Obtain System
Documentation

6.
Automate
Test-Case

Data

.

<~

AccessTest- ~ '
Case Data
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Step1: Background Review
The first step toward obtaining data is to learn as much as possible about an agency through
writtensources and communication with others familiar with that agency. The knowledge
gained will later facilitate dialogue with the agency and serve to establish the credibility of
the researcher. In compiling background information, emphasis should be placed on learning
both official characterizations and outside perspectives on the agency.

Step 2: Establish Agency Contact

,

Armed with detailed background information, the researcher is ready to make the first
contact. Depending on the researcher's objectives and what has been learned about the
agency, various approaches may be warranted. It is possible that enough background has
already been learned about the agency to make a specific data request to a specific individual
(this may be the case with agencies that have specialized and well-def'med data collection
missions, such as the U.S. Census Bureau). More likely, the researcher will need to learn
more about the agency and whom to contact. In these instances, the purpose of the initial
contact is to begin a dialog to discover the types of data available'and how they may be
relevantto the project. The researcher should alsobe prepared to share information about the
research at hand with the agency and to lend expertise.

0
0
0

0

Step 3: Interview Knowledgeable Persons
Once the f'n'st contact has been made, the next step is to identify other agency personnel, if
necessary, to understand the full scope of datamaintained by the agency, the logistics of
accessing the data, and procedures for obtaining specific permission to access the data. In
larger; more complex agencies, key administrators, managers, and information specialists
should all be contacted to obtain a broad perspective on data collection. It also is useful to
speak with, and if possible observe, data input/output operators and record clerks. The
people with hands-on, day-to-day data experience can provide valuable information about
system capacities and data limitations. Their perspectives usually are more realistic than
those of administrators and managers.

0
0

Step 4: Obtain System Documentation
Having gained the acceptance of agency personnel, the researcher will be in a position to
move into a moresensitive or intrusive learning phase, beginning with documentation of data
systems. Documentationmay include data dictionaries (layout schema), data system users'
manuals, input forms, and sample reports. Review of this material will help further def'me
agency capabilities and data limitations and form the basis for further questions. This process
will serve to def'me the scope of data collection in more concrete terms. It also will help the
researcher understand how well the data system captures critical events and decisions made
in the field and what types of information remain unrecorded.
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Step 5: Access Test-Case Data
In much the same way that researchers pretest data collection instruments, AR/SRU has
found it useful to access test-case data before attempting to obtain data on study participants.
Such a hands-on trial period can familiarize project staff with data sources and is a good
mechanism for assessing data quality. Test-case access also allows data collection problems
to be worked out before actual data collection begins. Depending on the agency data systems,
test-case data may be received in automated format or may involve project staff coding data
from manual data sources.

Step 6: Automate Test-Case Data
Presuming the requester is able to obtain test-case data from manual and/or automated
agency data sources, the next step is to translate the data into a format that meets the
requester's software and data analysis specifications. If test-case data are not available,
automating data information will have to be postponed until "live" data exist.

Step 7: Collect and Assess Data
When it is time to collect data on study participants, a clear plan should be written specifying
the Project's request and the agency's responsibilities. In some instances, this may be written
into the formal agreement between the parties. When the agencies are operating under less
formal, good-faith agreements, the plan will be useful for reference and management
purposes. This plan should include an enumeration of the specific tasks involved in data
collection and a timetable for completion of tasks. All fees should be determined in advance
(e.g., agency programming or per record search and production costs). If specified by the
agency, the requesting organization should provide copies of release forms from study
participants. As data are collected, quality assessment measures should be implemented to
determine, to the extent possible, the accuracy (validity), consistency (reliability), and
completeness of pertinent agency record data. Various analytic techniques can be used to
investigate data quality (see table 4.2).
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Table 4.2
Analytic Tools and Resources for Agency Record Data Quality Assessment

Agency Based

Outside the Agency

Researcher

Audits, technical reports,
•research reports

Users of agency data
(researchers, officials from
other agencies)

Research data-processing
systems

Knowledgeable persons in the
agency

Auditors of agency data

Analyze agency data (trends;
frequencies, logical edit
checks)
Triangulation---compare with
other data sources

The process for gaining access to agency records serves as a blueprint for staff activities.
Although it is not always implemented in the regular sequence of steps that this discussion
has implied, it keeps research activities focused and promotes efficiency.~AR/SRU's
documentation of this process is an important Contribution to the Project's efforts to
institutionalize project knowledge and history in order to promote an understanding of the
Project's workand the development of a practical knowledge base for other researchers and
research managers.

Reference
Coldren JR, Markovic JD, McElvain T, and Lazer M(1995). A Systematic Processfor
Accessing and Assessing Agency Records for Longitudinal Research. (Available through the
Project on Human Development in Chicago Neighborhoods' Boston office; call
617-432-.1102.)
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Part Two: Measures Development

Chapter 5. A Community Survey Approach to Ecological
Assessment: Results From a PiHot Study
by Jacqueline Barnes, Ph.D., Robert J. Sampson, Ph.D., Daniel Kindlon, Ph.D., and Albert
J. Reiss, Jr., Ph.D.
There are strong theoretical reasons for believing that structural and cultural dimensions of
community social organization are relevant to understanding the dynamic nature of substance
abuse behavior, delinquency, and crime (Reiss, 1986; Sampson, 1994; Sampson and Groves,
1989). The degree of community organization/disorganization--a community's ability to
realize the common value of its residents and maintain effective control over their behavior
(Sampson and Groves, 1989; Sampson, 1992) as well as the degree of ecological segregation
leading to differences in a community's cultural organization--helps shape expectations for
conduct. This chapter describes a pilot test designed to assess the reliability and validity of a
new instrument for ecological assessment. The broad dimensions defined by a theory of
social disorganization were operationalized in a survey instrument administered to residents
of Chicago neighborhoods by the Project. This instrument constituted a preliminary step in
assessing the reliability, validity, and practical utility of direct survey measurement of
multiple aspects of neighborhood social organization within the context of a major American
city.
Method
Sample. The pilot survey was conducted in six Chicago census tracts--high-income white,
Hispanic, and African-American neighborhoods, and low-income white, Hispanic, and
African-American neighborhoods. Income information was obtained from the 1990 census
and used to create a trichotomous measure (low, medium, and high) of socioeconomic status.
A neighborhood had to have at least 75 percent of the race/ethnic group (e.g., more than 75
percent white) in question. Eight blocks from each of the six neighborhoods were randomly
chosen, and interviewers called at every house in the random blocks until 25 community
survey interviews were completed for each neighborhood type, with visits made at different
times of day. Interviewers were limited, however, in that only four interviews could be
completed in any one block, or one interview per apartment building. Block starting points
were randomized. To limit cost, callbacks were not made, and all interviews completed were
first attempts. The representativeness of the sample was not the main purpose Of the study;
rather, the utility of the interview, the nature of the scales, and the creation of the
socioeconomic categories made it likely that the sample would have a range of
economic/educational backgrounds.
The interviewers working in Hispanic neighborhoods were fluent in both English and
Spanish. If any interviewer encountered an individual who did not speak either of these
languages, the next house was visited. For this pilot phase, it was not possible to interview
sufficient numbers from other cultural groups to permit separate analysis.
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An interview was conducted with any knowledgeable adult (age 18 or older) who was a
resident of the household. If an individual under age 18 answered the door, the person was
asked to identify an adult within the household who would be willing to complete the
interview. A respondent was paid $10--mailed following completion of the interview--for
participation.
The total sample of 152 interviews was obtained from 402 eligible households (a 38-percent
response rate). The most common reasons for not completing the interview, which had to be
done on the spot, were refusals (102), requests to call back (53), or no adult at home (40).
Twenty-five interviews were completed in each of the six neighborhood tracts, with an
additional two from the high socioeconomic Hispanic neighborhood. The majority of the
interviews, 125, were completed in English, with 27 conducted in Spanish. Almost twothirds of the respondents were female (96, or 65 percent), and their ages ranged from 18 to
83, distributed as follows:
• 18-25: 26, or 17 percent.
• 26-40: 52, or 34 percent.
• 41-55: 34, or 22 percent.
• 56-70: 29, or 19 percent.
• 71-83:11, or 7 percent.
There was more than one adult living in the household for the majority of the sample (134,
or88 percent). Of these, most had at least two other adults (114, or 85 percent), and at least
one other adult was at home in 104 (78 percent) of the 134 homes in which 2 or more adults
lived.

Procedure. The instrument was designed to be administered as a face-to-face structured
interview that took an average of 45 minutes. To reduce potential problems with literacy, the
interview questions were read aloud to respondents, who also could follow along with their
own copies, available in Englis h and Spanish versions.
The Spanish version of the interview was the product of a translation, back translation, and
committee review process designed to meet the needs of the predominant Spanish-speaking
group in Chicago, who are of Mexican origin.

I
I
1

TIle majority of the items had scale responses, similar to Likert, that asked, for example,
"How likely it is that neighbors would break up a fight?" (a four-point scale from "very
unlikely" to "very likely") or "How much of a problem is public drinking?" (a four-point
scale from "a big problem" to "not a problem"). All response scales of four or more points
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were presented to respondents on cards so respondentscould examine them while replying.
The questions were scored so that a high score represented a better outcome when
directionality could be assumed .
.
.
.
The interview questions were sequenced to provide some logic for respondents and were not
organized according to theoretical constructs. Initial questions covered relationships in the
neighborhood, then physical and observable neighborhood attributes, presence of institutions
and membership of organizations, ideas about neighborhood residents' values, and, lastly,
demographic aspects of the household.
Statistical analyses. The internal consistency of each predef'med scale derived from the
interview was examined by calculating Cronbach alphas (Cronbach, 1951)i These same items
were all entered concurrently into a principal components factor analysis with varimax
rotation to study the scales that would emerge without any a priori expectations. Factors with
an eigenvalue of 1 or more were retained, and all items that had a loading o f 0.40 or greater
were considered part of a scale. These analyses were initially conducted separately for the
Spanish-speaking respondents and the English-speaking respondents, with similar results.
Thus, the data reported in this chapter are based on the entire sample.
Results

Reliability. Of the 17 scales that had been created to represent theoretical constructs of
neighborhood structural and cultural organization, 11 (65 percent) had a Cronbach alpha of
0.70 or greater, and 4 (23.5 percent) had an alpha between 0.60 and 0.69 (see table 5.1).
These results demonstrate the reliability of these scales in terms of the consistency with
which individuals answer conceptually related questions in a similar manner.
The scales with the greatest internal consistency were those describing SocialCapital (alpha
0.89), one aspect o f Social Cohesion,* and Local Social Participation (alpha 0.85), included
under Informal Social Control. Also in that dimension was Informal Monitoring/Surveillance
(alpha 0.82). These scales included questions about people who are willing to help neighbors
in tangible ways, such as lending a small amount of money, watching out for trouble, and
watching children in the neighborhood (Social Capital); neighbors mixing socially and giving
each other advice (Social Participation); and neighbors who become activists when antisocial
behavior is noted, such as a fight breaking out,* people making graffiti, or children truant
from school ~(Informal Monitoring/Surveillance). Neighborhood services and the residential
stability of the area also were described consistently (Health Resources and Services, 0.74;
Recreational Services, 0.81; Residential Stability/Change, O~79).
,
Reports of the antisocial aspects of the neighborhood were somewhat more variable2 Reliable ~
descriptions of Social Disorder were made in that Public Incivilities and Neighborhood
Disorder-Crime were among the highest reliability coefficients (alpha 0.86 and 0.79).
Questions included in these constructs asked residents to judge how much of a problem trash,
public drinldng, drug use or sales, and other incivilities were and to report the extent to
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which crimes such as fights with weapons, gang disputes, rape, or mugging were in their
neighborhood. However, questions pertaining to personal experiences of crime were not so
consistently associated (Personal Victimization, alpha 0.43). Scales that included questions
about antisocial values or behaviors of neighborhood residents had acceptable but only
moderate reliability. For example, Antisocial Role Models (General), asking how many
people in the neighborhood made money by illegal means such as fencing stolen goods or
selling drugs, had a coefficient of 0.62; Alienation/Anomia had a coefficient of 0.68; and
Social Cleavages/Segregation, including items such as the policenot caring, lack of trust
between neighbors, and groups being in conflict, had a coefficient of 0.67.
Conflict Subcultures was the only subscale close to •zero. This may reflect the fact that it was
a combination of attitude items and neighborhood descriptions.
Validity. In order to examine the validity of the item groupings without any predefined
constructs, a factor analysis was completed, producing 23 factors, 15 of which contributed 2
percent or more of the variance. Table 5.2 shows the content of two major factors, including
items loaded with values of 0.40 or greater.
The factors (see table 5.2) have been labeled to illustrate their relationship with the
theoretically defined scales. Most of the items that were expected to group together did so,
although the major factors reflected a combination of the a priori scales. Factor 1 (Social
Participation/Cohesion), explaining 17 percent of the variance, represented the majority of
Local Social Participation (alpha 0.85), Social Capital (alpha 0.89), and Informal
Monitoring/Surveillance (alpha 0.82), with one item from Density of Acquaintanceship (alpha
0.62). Factor 2 (Neighborhood Disorder), with an eigenvalue of 7.4, contributed 9 percent to
the variance. It consisted of items from three of the scales under the general heading of
Social Disorder, Neighborhood Disorder (alpha 0.79), Public Incivilities (alpha 0.86), and
Social Cleavages/Segregation (alpha 0.67), but not Personal Victimization. The latter (alpha
0.43) was reflected partly in a much smaller factor (factor 7, Street Safety).
The next three factors were strongly associated with predef'med scales. Factor 3 (Services,
eigenvalue 4.3) included all the items from Organizational/Political Structure-Health
Resources and Services (alpha 0.74), while factor 4 (Recreation, eigenvalue 3.5) included
nearly all the items from Organizational/Political Structure-Recreational Services (alpha
0.81). Factor 5 (Values About Teenagers, eigenvalue 2.9) included all the items from
Normative Age-Graded Expectations (alpha 0.73), with the exception of the item about teens
damaging property, which had little variance. The remainder of Public Incivilities formed
factor 6 (eigenvalue 2.6, 3 percent of variance), and the Antisocial Role Models scale from
Cultural Structure was replicated exactly in factor. 8 (eigenvalue 2.1, 3 percent of variance).
Alienation/Anomia from the Social Cohesion construct and Organizational MobiliTation
Capacity from the Organizational/Political Structure construct also were represented by
factors 9 and 10, respectively.
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Discussion

The internal consistency analyses suggest that the theoretical constructs, as they have been
defined, lead to consistent patterns of responses from individuals in nearly all cases. This
provides support for the theoretical reality of community/neighborhood characteristics and
their relevance for residents. Questions that asked about ways in which neighbors helped one
another, mixed socially with each other, and were likely to intervene in observable trouble
all yielded reliable scales. Reports of services available in the local area and the extent to
which there had been changes or stability in the neighborhood also showed substantial
interrelationship in predicted ways. These results give substance to the theoretical constructs
of Informal Social Control, Social Cohesion, and Residential Stability/Change. There were
cohesive responses to questions asking residents to judge whether observable problems
(Public Incivilities) and criminal activities (Neighborhood Disorder) gave substance to the
Social Disorder construct. There may, however, be some problems when residents are asked
to judge what the values of neighborhood residents are, or the extent to which they feel
alienated from mainstream culture. Personal experience as a victim of crime does not appear
to form a viable neighborhood construct and may have much more to do with individual or
family variability than neighborhood characteristics.
In a few cases it was clear that an item did not contribute to a scale; these items have been
removed from the.final measure. For example, a question asking how the neighborhood
compared to others in the city had been included with items about changes in levels of safety
(Residential Stability/Change) but had a very low item-total correlation. Similarly, questions
about neighbors not caring and going their own way, included under Social Capital with
reversed scoring , did not contribute.
The factor analysis supports the concept that neighborhoods have a clear identity in terms
both o f positive aspects (Social Cohesion) and antisocial activities (Social Disorder).
Nevertheless, within these two broad conceptualizations, the subdivisions that a r e
theoretically driven may be reflecting neighborhood characteristics in ways that are more
subtle than the reality. For instance, the strong loading of items in the Social
Participation/Cohesion factor suggests that the theoretical distinction between Informal Social
Control and Social Cohesion may, in real life, mean that neighbors either help each other or
they do not. If there are people who are reliable and will help each other (Social Capital),
then they also step in to prevent local trouble (Informal Monitoring/Surveillance) and mix
socially (Informal Social Control-Local Social Participation).
Similarly, the second major factor included items that had been labeled Social
Cleavages/Segregation (e.g., groups in conflict), Neighborhood Disorder-Crime (fights with
weapons a problem), and Public Incivilities (drug sales a problem).
Overall, these results indicate that properties of neighborhood structural and cultural
organization can be reliably reported using standard survey research techniques.
Nevertheless, the present study is limited with respect to the small sample size and the low
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response rate inherent in a design that did not incorporate callbacks, and because the
assessments of reliability and validity were conducted at the individual level and not analyzed
at the neighborhood-variation level. Because census data have severe limitations, these results
are encouraging. Hence, future implementation of survey instruments designed to assess
neighborhood organization seems promising, especially when the limitations of the present
research can be overcome. An important goal is thus to design studies in which
multidimensional properties of social organization can be studied at the neighborhood level of
analysis.
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Table 5.1
Internal Consistency of A Priori Subscales
Expressed as Cronbach's Alpha and Item/Total Pearson Correlations
1. Social, Economic, and Demographic Structure
(i) Residential stability~change
0.66
0.61
0.61
0.59
0.53
0.24

Alpha 0.79

neighborhood look changed'
quality of people in neighborhood changed
personal safety changed
how will neighborhood be in a few years
level of police protection changed
how does neighborhood compare with others in the city

2. Organizational/Political Structure
(i) Health resources and services
0.68
0.56
0.52
0.50

Alpha o. 74

does neighborhood have family health service
does neighborhood have alcohol/drug program
does neighborhood have family planning clinic
does neighborhood have day care

(ii) Recreational services
0.67
0.66
0.62
0.52
0.48
0.48
0.45
0.33

alpha O.m

does neighborhood have recreational/afterschool programs
does neighborhood have aftersehool program
does neighborhood have summer recreation program
does neighborhood have any good parks
teens can only hang out
does neighborhood have day-care services
no place to play but the street
does neighborhood have a community center

(iii) Organizational mobilization capacity
0.65
0.65

•

Alpha O. 77

would neighbors organize to fight cuts
would neighborhood organization be effective

3. Informal Social Control
(i) Local social participation
0.75
0.62
0.65
0.63
0.67

Alpha 0.85

how often favors exchanged
how often watch property
how often ask neighbors for advice
how often go to neighbors' parties
how often visit with neighbors
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•Table 5.1
continued

(ii) Informal monitoring~surveillance
0.69
0.67
0.62
0.58

would
would
would
would

neighbors
neighbors
neighbors
neighbors

a l p ~ o.82

stop children making graffiti
report truants
scold a disrespectful child
break up fight

• (iii) Density of acquaintanceship
0.54
0.51
0.40
0.35
0.24
0.12

a t p ~ o.6z

number of'adults you recognize
number of children you recognize
number of friends in neighborhood
easy to spo t strangers
number of families in neighborhood know each other
number Of relatives in neighborhood

0
0
0

4. Social C o h e s i o n

(i) Social capital
0.76
0.73
0.70
0.69
0.67
0.65
0.60
• 0.56
0.49
0.46
0.38

Alpha O.e9
are people willing to help
do neighbors watch out for kids
is this a close-knit neighborhood
do neighbors watch for trouble
could you borrow $30 from a neighbor
if there is a problem will neighbors deal with it
are there adults to look up to
can neighbors be trusted
people will take advantage
no one in neighborhood cares (reversed)
people go their own way (reversed)

Oi) Alienation/anomia
0.51
0.50
0.44
0.40

0
0
a l p ~ o. c~

0
0

only easy and hard ways to make money
laws made to be broken
anything is OK if no one hurt
live for today

• 5. Social D i s o r d e r

(i) Neighborhood disorder-crime
0.67
0.68

0.57
0.53
0.39

atph,, o. 79

fights withweapons
gang f i g h t s
violent arguments
rape
mugging.
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Table 5.1
continued

fii) Public incivilities

alpha o.86
r
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0.74
0.69
0.66
0.66
0.65
0.52

trash
vacant buildings
public drinking
drug use/sales
groups of teens/adults causing trouble
graffiti

(iii) Social cleavages~segregation
0.58
0.42
0.42
0.41

Alpha O. 67

police not caring
groups in conflict
police brutality
lack of trust

(iv) Personal victimization
0.42
0.38
0.35
0.12
0.07

Alpha 0.43

home broken into
many fear going out at night
risky to walk alone
something stolen outside home
family member victim of violence

6. Cultural Structure

(i) Normative age-graded expectations
0.59
0.54
0.53
0.51
0.20

how
how
how
how
how

wrong
wrong
wrong
wrong
wrong

for
for
for
for
for

teens
teens
teens
teens
teens

Alpha O. 73
to use alcohol
to use marijuana
to have sex
to skip school
to damage property

(ii) Antisocial role models (drugs)
0.66
0.66

Alpha 0.79

number of people making money from fencing
number of people making money selling drugs

(iii) Antisocial role models (genera 0
0.58
0.56
0.48
0.05

number
number
number
number

Alpha O.62

of people making money from fencing
of people making money from drugs
of people making money placing bets
of people have regular job (reversed)
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Table 5, I
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(iv). Conflict subcultures
0.15
0.06
0.02

,4tpha 0.07

areas where trouble expected
fights between friends no one's business
,gang fights should be ignored by police
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Table 5.2
Results of Principal Component Factor Analysis of Neighborhood
Survey with Varimax Rotation, including Factors with Eigenvalues
Greater than 1 and Items with Loading of 0.40 or Greater
Factor 1: Social participation/cohesion
Eigenvalue i4.4

17% variance

0.73
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.71
0.70
0.66
0.63
0.63
0.62
0.61
0.60
0.59
0.59
0.57
0.52
0.51
0.45
0.44
0.44

a close-knit neighborhood
neighbors watch out for kids
could borrow $30 from a neighbor • • "
how often favors exchanged
people are Willing to help their neighbors
number of friends in the neighborhood
how often neighbors watch each other's property
adults to look up to
how often ask neighbors for advice
how often are neighborhood parties
if a problem neighbors will deal with it
how often visit with neighbors
neighbors watch for trouble
would neighbors report truants
would neighbors stop children making graffiti
neighbors can be trusted
would neighbors break up a fight
would neighborhood organization be effective
number of adults you recognize
would neighbors scold disrespectful children

Factor 2: Neighborhood disorder
Eigenvalue Z 4

9% variance

0.83
0.72
0.72
0.70
0.63
0.58
0.51
0.45
0.43
0.41

how often gang fights in neighborhood
how often fights with weapons in neighborhood
how often violent arguments in neighborhood
how big a neighborhood problem is groups in conflict
how big a neighborhood problem is teens/adults causing trouble
how big a neighborhood problem is lack of trust
how big a neighborhood problem is drug use/sales
how big a neighborhood problem is cops not caring
how big a neighborhood problem is graffiti
how often rape in neighborhood
..
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Chapter 6. Systematic SociaR Observation of Chicago
Neighborhoods
ii
by Albert d. Reiss, dr., Ph.D.
A principal research objective of theProject is to measure how growing up in different types
of neighborhoods affects human development. This requires identifying local neighborhoods
in Chicago and then measuring their properties that directly and indirectly affect human
growth and development.

0

Block and census tract data from the 1990 Census of Population and Housing were the
primary source of data used to identify neighborhoods and their spatial boundaries. These ~
data identified 80 neighborhood clusters in the city of Chicago from which the subjects for
the study were selected,
The design called for specifying the properties of neighborhoods by three independent
methods of data collection and analysis: (1)block and census tract data from the 1990 census
of population and housing, (2) a community survey of occupied dwelling units to select a
sample of adults, and (3) systematic social observation of the neighborhood blocks. Below is
an examination of the method of systematic social observation (SSO), followed b y a
comparison of the SSO profile with profiles derived from the other two methods of data
collection on Chicago neighborhoods.
One may ask why it is necessary to use SSO as one of the multiple methods of data
collection. The answer is inherent in the basic design of the study, which calls for examining
neighborhood environment as well as individual and group effects on human development
with annual observations for 8 years. A substantial number of urban families and individuals
change their residence over 8 years; some will move to cities and towns lacking census tract
information, and all who move outside the Chicago city limits will move to neighborhoods
for which community survey data are lacking. SSO is a method to collect the information for
movers at minimum cost. i Moreover, by having an SSO for all subjects, differences can b e
assessed between movers and stayers. With SSO measurement of all subjects, an SSO
protocol can be completed each time there is home measurement.

0
0
0

SSO is a method of data collection by which trained observers using a standard protocol
record the composition and behavior of a population or its sampled units? The method was
designed to collect data on natural social phenomena (Reiss, 1971). The basic model of SSO
is analogous to that of sample social surveys (Reiss, 1968, 1975, 1976). Accordingly, $SO

'The cost of a community survey for each location to which a subject moves is estimated to exceed the cost of
data collection for all subjects for the 8-year period.
2For a description of SSO, see "Systematic Observation of Natural Social Phenomena" in Herbert Costner (ed.),
Jossey-Bass, Inc., 1971, pp. 3-33.

Sociological Methodology, San Francisco:
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specifies a sampling frame and a sampling plan, selects one or more samples, constructs and
pretests a standardized protocol for data collection, trains observers as data collectors, creates
a code for the information, and devises an analysis protocol. The basic difference between
SSO and population censuses and sample surveys is that direct observation by a trained
observer replaces respondent reporting to a survey interviewer (Reiss, 1968). 3 SSO differs
from field research in that it systematizes the data collection for all units.
Several different techniques have been used to systematically collect observational data on
neighborhoods and communities in Chicago. The first mode of data collection, the SSO,
trained persons to code observations during or soon after the period of observation in a
standardized schedule. This required an intensive period of training observers, using f'dmed
or visual materials or actual field observation to achieve agreement with an experienced
observer-rater (Reiss, 1971, 1979). The next innovation, by Taylor et al. (1984),
characterized the residential site of each respondent by taking colored slides of the front and
rear of the house; subsequently, two raters independently rated the physical features shown in
the slides. Inter-rater reliability varied by item scored, but the ratings reached acceptable
levels of reliability. Weisburd and Green (1994, 1995) conducted the first full-scale
validation of their neighborhood areas using the observations and work experience of
narcotics detectives to define small areas of drug sales (hot spots). The detectives'
designation of drug-selling areas by type of drug was validated by data on arrests for
possession or sales of different drugs. They then coded videotapes of these hot spots to
characterize them.
A more structured method of observation was the Neighborhood Observation Schedule,
developed and pretested to collect information on the residential and organizational
characteristics for a population of face blocks. The observation schedule was designed by
Jacqueline Barnes and Albert I. Reiss, Jr., a and pretested in the Dorchester area of Boston,
Massachusetts. A modified version of this schedule was prepared and administered under
contract to the Project by the National Opinion Research Center (NORC) in the Chicago
neighborhood sample.
The Dorchester survey was conducted in 1993. The basic unit of observation was the face
block in five census tracts selected for the community survey. An observation schedule was
completed by observers who began observation at one comer of a block and continued their
observations to the next comer. Twenty-three Dorchester face blocks were independently

3One should bear in mind that interview surveys often ask for some observational data, e.g., type of housing
and its condition.•
~rhe schedule drew upon previous interview and observation schedules, especially a windshield survey
developed by Ralph Taylor in Baltimore, Maryland, and the drug market survey in Jersey City, New Jersey, a
joint undertaking of David Weisburd and Lorraine Green of Rutgers University and Capt. Frank Gajewski and
Lt. Charles Belluo¢i of the Jersey City Police Department. Observation surveys in which the data ar¢ collvctcd
by observers in a drive-by auto are commonly designated "windshield surveys."
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rated by two observers, and 52 blocks were rated by a single observer. The observer
schedule collected information for 57 items making up 5 subscales:
o Street conditions (e.g., traffic).
o Residential housing characteristics.

0
0
0

o Neighborhood quality of life.
o Community vigilance.
o Commercial establishments and vacancies.
The main goals of the Dorchester survey were to establish inter-rater reliability for the faceblock items and to investigate the ability of the SSO instrument to discriminate among blocks
in a single inner-city community area. The reliability of each item was measured first in
terms of the percentage agreement over the 23 blocks rated by two observers and, second, as
a Kappa statistic. Cronbach's alpha also was calculated for all of the items in a subscale
regardless of the reliability or positive/negative assessment of any item.
Approximately half of the items (28 of 57) had a highlproportion of identical responses. This
was defined as any item in whichat least 70 percent of the ratings were identical. An
additional 14 items had moderate agreement: between 50 percent and 69 percent of the
ratings were identical. For roughly one-quarter of the items (13 of 57), observers agreed less
than one-half of the time. Agreement was higher for items that described the traffic volume,
nature of housing or other buildings, presence of amenities, and presence of houses for sale.
Agreement was less for the type and number of people present and the quality of the
environment, e.g., noise level or sanitation.
I

0

0

j

Kappa statistics were calculated for the five subscales developed for their face validity. There
was substantial variation in Kappa values in all of the subscales. This was in part due to the
low number of positive responses tosome items as well as to disagreement between the
raters. Nevertheless, each of the subscales demonstrated some validity. The measure
discriminated among face blocks in the small and relatively homogeneous commUnity of
Dorchester. Moreover, when the block ratings were regressed on the number of homicides
that took place in 1990, traffic conditions and quality of life in the neighborhood were
significant predictors of homicide rates.
The Chicago SSO followed a different procedure of collecting observations. The procedure
called for videotaping both sides of a face block from a van in 80 neighborhood clusters with
some 27,000 face blocks. Each videotape was accompanied by an observation log that was
completed by two observers, each viewing one side of a block. To facilitate matching, all
logs with the videotapes contained a sequential IT) number, the name of the street of the face
block, the cross streets that defined the face-block street segment, the direction the vehicle
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was heading, the time, and the odometer reading. These appeared at the beginning and end
of each face block. The sequential ID number, the time, and the odometer reading stated in
the audio and written on the observation log had to match for coding the face block. Coders
were trained to code the videotapes of these numbered face blocks, completing a coding form
of 56 items for each. Coders were trained and supervised in the coding task using an SSO
Coding Manual (June 1995). The items were divided into 35 objective items (e.g., Is a
public telephone visible?) and 21 subjective items (e.g., Would you characterize the peer
group as a gang?). Ten percent of all cluster face blocks were viewed by two coders to detect
and correct coding errors. A discrepancy rate of 2 percent was considered acceptable for the
objective items, while up to a 10-percent discrepancy rate was acceptable for subjective
items. When the rate exceeded 2 percent or 10 percent, respectively, the coding supervisor
reviewed the videotape footage for the face block, adjudicated the discrepancy, and updated
the data base with the corrected information.
Reliability coefficients are available for only one of the items coded during observation and
their coding from the videotapes in the NORC data set. In that case, the coding of land use
into residential, business/institutional, mixed residential and institutional, and a residual
category had 71.7-percent exact agreement. The discrepancies occurred primarily for codes
that bridged a primary land-use category. The disagreement for residential codes occurred
mainly for the mixed residential/business and mixed residential/institutional codes.
Comparisons of the SSO with census information and the resident community survey are
currently under way.
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Chapter 7. The Translation Process: Expanding the Utility and
Validity of the Project Protocol
by Lorrie Ricknmn Stone, Ph.D., and Chris Payne, Ed.M.
There are compelling reasons to translateresearch instruments when studying diverse
populations. Researchers who take the time and effort to translate instruments increase the
reliability and validity of their assessments of diverse populations and improve completion
rates by demonstrating an interest in and sensitivity to other cultures. The Project's decision
to translate research instruments and field documents into Spanish came from early reviews
of Chicago's population statistics (Census Bureau, 1992) describing 15 percent of the city's
population as Spanish speaking, 4 percent of whom were linguistically isolated. It was only
after the study began and there appeared to be larger numbers of Polish-speaking residents in
Chicago than reported in the 1990 census that a decision was made to translate the
instruments into Polish as well. This chapter describes the process used by the Project to
translate the assessment instruments into both Spanish and Polish and offers impressions
garnered from this experience.
Traditional Translation Methods
The literature on translation methods describes three primary techniques: (1) one-way
translation, (2) translation by committee, and (3) .double or "back" translation. The one-way
translation techrfique usually involves the use of one bilingual individual to translate the
original version of a document into the target language. The translator depends on knowledge
of the language and information available through dictionaries and other references. Although
this technique is simple and economical, it has several drawbacks. First, it relies exclusively
on the interpretations of one individual. In a worst-case scenario, a translator lacking
knowledge or understanding of a particular culture's semantics and idioms could produce a
highly literal translation lacking the connotative meaning expressed in the original document.
Further, Berkanovic (1980) found that Spanish versions of instruments translated using this
method had lower reliability and lower bivariate con'elation scores than the English version.
Given these reasons, the one-way translation method is not preferred.
Translation by committee involves the use of two or more individuals familiar with both •
languages who separately translate the instruments into the target language. Translators may
then meet to discuss differences in translated versions and arrive at a consensus. Another
option is to permit an independent observer/expert tochoose the version that seems most
appropriate. Although this technique is more rigorous than the one-way translation, there
may still be difficulty associated with translators sharing a view of the world based on
similar backgrounds, education, and experience. This can be particularly problematic if the
translators' worldviews and experiences are disparate from the experiences and background
of the population for which the instrument was designed. Another limitation of this method
may involve a reluctance on the part of committee members to discuss critically the work of
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their colleagues. Having clear expectations for the work of the committee and acknowledging
the potential difficulty this process may involve seem to facilitate completion of work via this
process.
The preferred translation technique is known as the double, or "back," translation method.
As with the committee method, multiple translators are required. In its simplest version, one
bilingual translator takes the original version and translates it into the target language. Once
completed, an independent translator takes the translated version and produces a new version
of the original instrument in the original language of that instrument. Thus, at the end of this
process, there are three versions of each instrument: the original version, the translated
version, and the back translation. The researcher then compares the original version with the
back translationto examine inconsistencies, mistranslated sentences, vague or lost meanings,
or culturally inappropriate or insensitive wording. If differences are found, the researcher can
consult with both translators to reach a consensus on the best alternatives.
Researchers may elect to do more than one iteration of both the original translation and the
back translation. Research has shown that producing multiple iterations of the instrument
using this translation technique takes the instrument through a number of f'dters and produces
better overall versions of the instrument (Marin and Matin, 1991). However, using multiple
translators is no guarantee that the translation to the target language conveys the appropriate
meaning. If translators share a common set of linguistic rules, they may be apt to miss
important language/cultural nuances requisite for appropriate translation. Matin and M a r i n
(1991) report this problem more frequently when the translators are bilingual but not
bicultural. Another common pitfall associated with this technique is the proclivity for
translators to attempt literal translations that fail to represent the desired connotative
meanings. Often, translations done literally result in language that is stilted and awkward at
best.
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The Project's Translation Techniques
In translating research instruments and field documents into Spanish and Polish, the Project
combined two of the basic techniques, translation by Committee and back translation,
enhancing the methodology of each technique to improve the quality of the translation and
facilitate management of the translation process. First, research assistants fluent in the target
languages were solicited to become part of the translating team. Then professional translators
were contracted to conduct the back translation; they were selected on the basis of their
relevant experience, knowledge of and exposure to Spanish and Polish culture, and
willingness to collaborate with Project staff.
Translation by Committee

Although the procedures for translating documents were essentially identical for both
languages, the experience of producing translations in each language was quite different and
is described in a subsequent section. A total of 22 measures (37 distinct measures, which
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include different versions of the same measure) and several field documents, totaling
approximately 325 pages, were prepared for translation. Eleven measures had different
versions for different ages or respondent types. Versions of the same measure were grouped
together, and identical sections/wording were highlighted for the translator to facilitate
consistency of the translation across versions.
English versions of instruments were distributed to bilingual research assistants to produce
the translations. They were instructed not to collaborate with one another during the initial
translation process, but they were able to use dictionaries, books, magazines, and other
professional texts.
Once the initial translation was completed, a committee was formed to critically review and
edit the documents. Forming the committee of Spanish-speaking translators was particularly
challenging because it was important for members of this task force to represent the variety
of Spanish-speaking cultures living in Chicago. For example, population statistics indicate
that while the largest portion of the Spanish-speaking population is Mexican, there is also a
large contingent of residents from Central American countries, including Guatemala and
Nicaragua, and from Puerto Rico, Cuba, and South America. The Project was fortunate to
have research assistants representing most of these cultures on the task force. In addition,
most task force members were both bilingual and bicultural.
Forming the Polish-speaking task force was significantly less complicated, primarily because
the Polish culture is more homogenous than the Spanish-speaking culture. The Polishspeaking task force also included translators who were both bilingual and bicultural.
The Spanish and Polish committees were responsible for comparing differences in their
respective target translations, discussing these differences, and, whenever PoSsible, arriving
at a consensus on the f'mal translation. When differences could not be resolved, a senior
researcher and/or professional translator: was consulted to assist in the decisionmaking
process. Generally, it was necessary to consult with one of these parties to clarify the intent
of the question in the English version, to rephrase the question in the target language to
reflect the conversational style in that language, and/or to agree on the various options for
descriptors and idioms that have different meanings in different cultures. For example,
questions posed in English and in a manner typical of conversational style in the U.S. may
be offensive or, at best, culturally insensitive if posed in the same manner in Spanish.
Further, one word may have several meanings in Spanish, depending on the cultural context.
In these instances, it was important to determine which word best represented the concept to
beconveyed and would be commonly understood (e.g., as used in "broadcast Spanish"), or
whether it was necessary to list the various options for the word in the Spanish language.
Similarly, some English words have no comparable word in the Polish language. When t h i s
occurred, it was necessary to agree on descriptive words or phrases that adequately conveyed
the concept. The final documents represented the best efforts of the committee, the
professional translator, and a senior researcher.
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Back Translation
Back translations were conducted by professional translators. Translated versions of the
measures were grouped, and versions of the same measure were given to the translator
concurrently. The translator was not permitted to see the English version of the measure and
was instructed to translate each instrument and rate the adequacy of each question using the
following rating system: A = no improvement needed; B = may need improvement;i and
C = should be improved or clarified. ~Items in the measures were reviewed on the basis of
their clarity, grammar, syntax, and cultural appropriateness/sensitivity. For any item graded
B or C, the translator offered commentary and suggestions for improvement. This technique
clearly detailed concerns regarding each question and facilitated discussions and final
resolutions. Because of the volume 0f work to be done, the back translations were done
onsite to provide the translator with easy access to the senior research team. Translations
were dictated and transcribed at the end of each day. On subsequent days, the translator
reviewed the transcription and proofed the final back translation and commentary.
After the back translation was completed, any differences between the English version and
the back translation were highlighted, as were items coded as B or C. The translation
committee then met to discuss and ultimately arrive at a consensus on the necessary changes.
A translation team member was then assigned the task of creating a master copy of each
measure in the target language and incorporating the recommended changes. Final copies of
the measure were drafted and reviewed again during a final editing process.

Impressions
The research team, including the professional translators, viewed the exercise of translating
the measures as difficult, but important, and rewarding. Translating the high volume of
research protocols under time constraints was a more arduous task for the translation team
than expected. More lead time in this effort could have prevented some of the fatigue
experienced by the team. However, ~the Project benefited from using trained
bilingual/bicultural research staff to translate research documents; their understanding of the
measures, field experience, and general Project knowledge facilitated the translation effort.
They readily comprehended the intent of most questions, could anticipate respondents'
reactions to questions, and were able to work independently and with cultural sensitivity.
Another vital component in the translation process concerned cultural issues. In addition to
focusing on differences in grammar, style, and language, the translators also interpreted and
analyzed each item for cultural compatibility. To neglect cultural issues would be to impede
communication between the interviewer and the respondent and could result in
misunderstandings and data of questionable vali'dity. For example, a child growing up in
Chicago might associate certain Polish or Spanish words with the English equivalent, yet, to
a person who just arrived from Poland Or Latin America, the words would not make sense.
Likewise, different dialects within Chicago communities could affect an individual's
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understanding of the questions' intent. Cultural sensitivity was of utmost importance to the
translators during this process.
One of the issues that required cultural sensitivity was use of the word "American. " A s
Roberto Mendoza, a professional Spanish translator stated, "Latin American individuals have
a hard time digesting the term 'American' .... To ascribe the term 'American' only to those
who are native citizens of the United States of America could be misinterpreted as
discriminatory." The translator was concerned that questions regarding "American customs"
could insinuate "white customs" and therefore insult many respondents. Care was taken to
ensure that questions regarding ethnicity were translated appropriately into Spanish and
Polish.
Measures asking for information on educational background also required cultural
consideration. For instance, "high school" in the U.S. is usually composed of grades nine
through twelve and is equivalent to "secondary school." In Latin America, "secondary
school" is only up to the ninth year. Many countries do not have "colleges," but they do
have "universities." And how do you translate the American GED in Spanish and Polish?
The classifications of preschool, kindergarten, and day care also present difficulties in
translation. One way to solve the translation dilemma is to ask the respondent for the number
of years in school instead of the grade or year.
Translators were also concerned about the English word "relationship," particularly in the
Spanish translation. Translators stressed that the questions had to distinguish which kind of
"relationship" the English word meant. Did the item refer to a romantic relationship? Or a
love relationship without living together? A husband-and-wife relationship? Or was it a
blood/family relationship? In the Spanish translation, the translator had to be sure the correct
Spanish words were used for the one English word "relationship." Additionally, the English
word "spouse" had to be adjusted for translation. In Latin America, -spouses- could refer to
individuals who live together and are not married.
Measures focusing on violence and substance use also required cultural sensitivity. Many
English words for drugs have no equivalent in Polish. The phrase "to be high on drugs"
required extra attention in the Spanish version. In the first translation, the intent of the item
was lost because the Spanish think of "being high" as floating, skydiving, or flying, not
being under the influence of drugs. Other concerns surfaced when translating measures about
abusive behavior. Abuse in the United States might not be considered abuse in another
culture, depending on different styles of punishment and cultural values. In addition, words
such as "hurt," "choke," "crime," and "probation" had to be translated with consideration
given to item intent and dialect.
..
The decision to translate a research protocol and the methodology employed are critical
decision points in research with culturally diverse populations. In the Project's experience, a
modification of two traditional methods of translating instruments, translation by committee
and back translation, proved to be the most efficient and effective means of executing this
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task. The Project made a substantial investment in this process, and the benefitS reaped have
been noteworthy and often unexpected. By engaging in this process, the Project gained the
confidence and respect of•its bicultural staff members and many of its sample members and
increased its integrity in the community. Finally, and of equal import, the process has
sensitized the staff to cultural differences and to the principles of linguistics that govern
communications.
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Chapter 8. Onfant Assessment
by Daniel Kindlon, Ph.D.
In October 1994, plans were established to expand the research protocol to include the
youngest Project Cohort. With assistance from Daniel Kindlon, initial literature investigations
and consultations resulted in the selection of domains for study and investigators to assist in
choosing relevant measures. The centerpiece of this study is a visual recognition memory
task employed as a measure of the speed of information processing at age 6 months. This
study also includes measures of infant health, health, temperament, the primary caretaker's
(mother's, father's, or other family member's) health and rearing style, and observations
about the home environment. Four senior infant researchers who attended a workshop in
October 1994--Susan Rose, Jerry Kagan, Nancy Snidman, and Mary Rothbart--agreed to
become advisers to this study. Ann Strohn, a Ph.D.-level consultant, a unit manager, and
five research assistants were hired for the Infant Assessment Unit (IAU). This chapter
describes the process of developing the infant assessment segment of the Project.

Background and Significance
There is considerable evidence that, for at least a subset of persons, antisocial behavior in
adolescence and adulthood can be traced to determinants manifested in early childhood (Buka
and Earls, 1993; Robins, 1978; White, Moffitt, Earls, Robins, and Silva, 1990). For
preventative efforts to be maximally successful, it is important to establish the earliest age at
which these determinants become predictive (Earls, Cairns, and Mercy, 1993; Earls and
Jung, 1987; Loeber and Dishion, 1983). This study examines this question by conducting an
intensive prospective study of an infancy Cohort embedded within the Project.
The Project incorporates a multilevel research design examining characteristics of the
community, school, individual, and family. Because the community-level variables affecting
members of the infant cohort and their caretakers are being assessed independently as part of
the overall Project design, additional measures derive from the individual and family level.
Although analysis at the school level is less relevant for the infant cohort than for older
participants, information about day-care placement will be obtained.
Thus, the infancy cohort will have data from all four levels, and, as such, these data can be
analyzed in a manner analogous to the types of analyses proposed for antisocial outcomes in
the older cohorts. This will include conventional epidemiological analyses as well as
hierarchical linear modeling (Raudenbush and Bryk, 1992). The longitudinal component of
such analyses will evaluate developmental trajectories for infants nested with families
residing withinneighborhood types or clusters.
Literature on early determinants has established three broad domains of individual factors
related to later conduct problems, delinquency, or criminality (Bukaand Earls, 1993; Kagan,
1991). These domains pertain to cognitive abilities, physical health/prenatal or perinatal
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complications, and temperament. Measures of cognitive functioning in infancy, in addition to
being predictors of outcome, have also been shown to be outcome markers of neurological
insult or environmental deprivation (Jacobson, Jacobson, Sokol, Martier, and Ager, 1993;
Rose, 1983, 1994). The important divisions among family-level variables are maternal social
support/father involvement, maternal depression, and parental responsivity/disciplinary tactics
('Buka and Earls, 1993). After nearly a year of literature investigation and consultation with
some of the leading authorities in infancy research, beginning with the Project Infancy
Measures Workshop convened in October 1994, a set of techniques for the measurement of
the earliest manifestations of important constructs within these domains has been identified.
In the design of this component of the Project, two objectives have been identified. The first
purpose is to examine the effects of prenatal and early postnatal risk conditions on health and
cognitive functioning in the first year of life. Within the context of the multilevel design, this
analysis will provide a measure of the infant's health and cognitive status in circumstances of
varying risk. It is already known that infant mortality and low birth rates vary according to
some of the same socioeconomic conditions associated with variations in delinquency and
crime. The questions the Project seeks to answer concern the magnitude of factors operating
at different organizational levels of influence--from community to family to parent--on infant
development and an improved understanding of the mechanisms that may be established in
the first year of life. These mechanisms that represent the first steps on developmental
trajectories consist of behavioral characteristics (poor impulse control, low verbal skill,
aggressive acts) and detrimental circumstances (school underachievement, peer rejection,
drug use) that result in delinquent and criminal behavior (Loeber and Leblanc, 1990). The
second purpose is to establish the links between early developmental processes and the onset
of antisocial behavior in the preschool period or in the earliest years of regular school and to
measure the strength of this developmental pathway.
Much of the empirical basis guiding the Project's emphasis on infant development is
reviewed in Moffitt's (1993) efforts to distinguish early-onset antisocial behavioral profiles
from those that typically arise during late childhood or early adolescence. In this taxonomy,
which has broad support, a minority of teenage delinquents have a history of aggressive
behavior that extends back to early childhood. Typically, the proportion of males with such a
history constitutes less than 10 percent of a representative population. Yet their involvement
in crime follows a distinctly different pattern from the majority with a later onset. The early
onset group are more likely to commit offenses more frequently and to engage in deviant
lifestyles for longer periods than the "adolescence-limited" youths in Moffitt's taxonomy.
Thus, much of the significance for the study of infancy is based on being able to observe
patterns of continuity and discontinuity and to isolate mechanisms accounting for early-onset
deviant behavior before a propensity for delinquency and criminality is established.
It should be clear that although this longitudinal study does not in itself offer an intervention,
variables for measurement are designed and selected with plausible and acceptable
intervention strategies in mind. For example, selection of cognitive variables, as discussed
below, is based on the knowledge that early programs of health and educational promotion,
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such as Head Start and Project Begm, can offset the attrition in skill and capability that
accompany abusive or ineffective parenting strategies and disadvantaged social and economic
community conditions (Earls and Carlson, 1995; Earls and Barnes McGuire, in press).
Cognition. Many studies find that low IQ, especially low verbal ability, relates to antisocial
outcome (Busch, Zagar, Hughes, Arbit, and Bussell, 1990; Dermo, 1990; Glueck and
Glueck, 1934; Moffitt, 1990; Reiss and Rhodes, 1961). Poor educational attainment,
especially reading problems, also is associated with later delinquency ('White et al., 1990).
These associations appear to hold even after controlling for family factors (Moffitt, Gabrielli,
and Mednick, 1988; Reiss and Rhodes, 1961). Work in infant cognition (see review by
McCall and Carriger, 1993) indicates that variables assessed with the visual recognition
memory (VRM) paradigm afford the opportunity to measure an aspect of cognition in infancy
that predicts IQ in childhood and early adolescence (Rose, Feldman, and Wallace, 1992;
Rose and Feldman, 1995). For example, in the Rose and Feldman study (1995), VRM scores
for 39 infants at 7 months old showed a correlation of .45 with their full-scale IQ at age 11
years. Moreover, the paired-comparison procedure employed in the VRM paradigm appears
to be a more sensitive and valid measure than other similar infant cognition measures, such
as habituation paradigms employing only a single stimulus (Kagan, 1989; Laucht, Esser, and
Schmidt, 1994).
F

This measure will be important not only as a predictor but also to the Project'S first research
objective through its use as an outcome measure of early/prenatal environment effects, such
as prenatal brain insult or severe environmental deprivation. Research indicates that the VRM
paradigm is sensitive to the effects of prenatal alcohol exposure (/acobson et al., 1993); poor
nutritional status (Rose, 1994) and:premature birth (Rose, 1983).
VRM studies, whether predictive or outcome, have tended to involve relatively small samples
and as such lack the statisticalpower for multivariate statistical analyses. Furthermore, they
assess a constrained set of parental and social factors. In the proposed study, however, the
Project will be able to build on the important f'mdings from previous research to derive an
improved understanding of the earliest occurring mechanisms that potentiate delinquent and
criminal behavior.
Physical health. Prenatal and perinatal insult has been shown in several studies to result in
the types of neurological impairment--mental retardation, attention deficit disorder, and
learning disabilities--that are associated with later antisocial and delinquent behavior (Denno,
1990; Hack, Breslau, Weissman, and Aram, 1991; Klein, Hack, and Breslau, 1989), and
some, but not all, longitudinal studies find an association between perinatal or birth
complications and violent crime in adulthood (Buka, Tsuang, and Lipsett, 1993; Raine,
Brennan, and Mednick, 1994). These studies have examined a limited and disparate set of
birth/perinatal complications. As part of the health assessment, infants' medical records will
be obtained to evaluate the presence of specific birth and pregnancy complications, including
those identified in the research cited above as well as those used in calculating the Sheffield
birth score (Carpenter, Gardner, Jepson et al., 1983), an important public health risk index
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used in early intervention trials (Myerberg, Carpenter, Myerberg, Britton, Bailey, and Fink,
1995).
Higher prevalence prenatal risk factors include alcohol, tobacco, and drug use and low
maternal weight gain during pregnancy (Institute of Medicine, 1990; Kleinman and Madans,
1985; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, 1990; Tronick and Beeghly,
1991). Where assessed, these behaviors are underreported on birth certificates (Serdula,
WiUiamson, Kendrick et al., 1991) and will be obtained through interviews. Recent
prevalence estimates for some of these factors find that I7 percent of mothers were reported
to have smoked during pregnancy, approximately 20 percent used alcohol, and nearly 10
percent had a weight gain of less than 16 pounds, a level associated with poor outcome
(Ventura, Martin, Taffel, Matthews, and Clarke, 1994).
Important postnatal risk factors to be assessed include lead ingestion (Baghurst, McMichael,
Wigg et al., 1992), slow growth as an index of poor nutritional status (Rose, 1994), and
head injury (Denno, 1990). Health status during infancy can be assessed through a
combination of medical and health record data, maternal report of infant illnesses and
injuries, and health-related quality of life (Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance Survey,
1994).
Temperament. Preliminary investigations indicate that from among the many temperamental
designations that exist, there are three constructs present in infancy that are relevant to the
•subsequent development of delinquent and antisocial behavior. These are:
• Fearfulness/behavioral inhibition.
• Approach/behavioral activation.
• Anger/distress to limits.
In proper situations, observed motivated behavior is the product of the balance between two
systems. In the context of Gray's motivational model (1975, 1982, 1987), there are two
limbic arousal systems, a behavioral activation system (BAS), and a behavioral inhibition
system (BIS). BAS is sensitive to environmental cues of impending reward or relief of
punishment. It is an approach system in the sense that it activates and energizes behavior
(either approach or active avoidance). In contrast, BIS involves sensitivity to cues of
impending punishment and frustrative nonreward. The initial effect of BIS activation is the
interruption of ongoing BAS-mediated, goal-directed behavior. Quay (1993) has suggested
that aggressive individuals are characterized by low levels of BIS activity and a relative
dominance of BAS.
Work by Jerome Kagan and his colleagues (Kagan, 1991; Kagan and Snidman, 1991) shows
that aspects of the fear/behavioral inhibition continuum can be assessed by looking at the
infant's reaction to stimulation. Kagan's view is that before 6 months, cortical inhibitory
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systems are not operating and one gets a window on the arousabiiity of the limbic system by
observing motor output in response to stimuli. He and his colleagues have developed
reactivity paradigms that code infant behavior in response to stimuli such as mobiles of
increasing complexity. Children who show high levels of positive arousal are those who later
will show low levels of anxiety/behavioral inhibition. It is hypothesized that if these Children
are raised in environments with high levels of crime and drugs, their higher thresholds for
becoming anxious place them at greater risk for displaying antisocial behavior (Kagan,
1991). Work by Kochanska (1993) also suggests that individual differences in these typesof
regulatory traits play a role in the development of "socialization relevant" traits such as
empathy and guilt.
In a similar vein, Rothbart, Ahadi, and Hershey (1994) have used a technique involving
latency to grasp at an interesting toy, thought to reflect individual infantile differences in the
capacity to plan and to suppress inappropriate approach responses, as a measure of
temperamental regulatory ability. They find that shorter latencies to grasp are associated with
lower levels of empathy at later ages.
Another Construct assesses individual differences, thought to be temperamental in origin, in
the extent to which anger or distress to frustration or limitations is manifest. The research on
this domain, although more equivocal than in those previously discussed, suggests that this is
a risk factor for later antisocial behavior and may be measurable in infancy (Caspi, Henry,
McGee, and Moffitt, 1995; Gunnar, Porter, Wolf; Rigatuso, and Larson, 1995; R e n d e ,
1993; Rothbart et al., 1994).
Parental responsivity and disciplinary tactics. Among family-level measures, the most
powerful predictor of later delinquency and antisocial behavior is parenting practices,
including poor discipline and parental rejection (see review by Buka and Earls, 1993).
Higher severity of parental punishment, for examplel has been shown to be related to higher
levels of aggression toward kindergarten peers (Strassberg, Dodge, Petit, and Bates, 1994).
The degree to which the parent uses verbal or physical aggression as opposed to verbal
reasoning to control• the child's behavior can be assessed by an interview (Straus, 1979). '
Emotional and verbal responsivity of the mother can be assessed by systematic observation
(Bradley and Caldwell, 1980). In addition, sessions in the home will be videotaped, and the
interactions observed in the home can be coded at a later time.
Maternal social support/father involvement. The degree to which the infant's primary
caretaker receives social support, such as help with daily tasks, emergency child care, and
satisfactory relationship with a supportive person, is associated with increased health of both
mother and child (Pascoe, Chessare, Baugh et al., 1987; Pascoe and Earp, 1984). Previous
work has shown that for African-American children, a high level of father involvement is
associated with increases in IQ, even when family income is statistically controlled, and that
this construct may be assessed through maternal report (Yogman, Kindlon, and Earls, 1995).
It is conceivable that the high levels of stimulation typically involved in father-infant play
facilitate cognitive development, which has been reported for vigorous tactile stimulation in
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preweaning rats (Meaney, Aitken, van Berkel, Bhatnagar, and Sapolsky, 1988). Conversely,
the effects of father involvement also may operate through increased support to the mother
and facilitate effects mediated by her.
Maternal depression. Maternal depression has been associated with a lack of reciprocity to
child cues, neglect, overcontrolled disciplinary practices, poorer attachment, and subsequent
child psychopathology (Blehar, Lieberman, and Ainsworth, 1977; Downdy, Mraz~k,
Quinton, and Rutter, 1984; Welner and Rice, 1988). This can be assessed in a maternalinterview that will allow distinctions to be made between transient postpartum depression and
more chronic conditions.

Design and Methods
The infancy assessment, embedded as it is within the Project, will incorporate multilevel
analytic features. As noted above, the two primary analytic aims are to conduct an outcome
study and a prospective longitudinal study. The first of these examines cognitive outcome as
a function of the effects of prenatal and early postnatal risk conditions. The second looks at
the links between early developmental processes and the actual onset of antisocial behavior in
the preschool period or in the earliest years of regular school and measures the strength of
this developmental pathway. These latter analyses are explored through the use of
hierarchical linear modeling (HLM; Raudenbush and Bryk, 1992), and the infancy study will
add an important component by providing true prospective data beginning from birth. In
I-ILM, a developmental path is associated with each person with respect to delinquent or
conventional behavior; these paths vary over the population of persons, and variation in the
directions and shapes of these paths depend on personal characteristics and social context.
The infancy study will allow these trajectories to be analyzed from a true-age zero-time
point.

Statistical Analysis of Power
This section describes needed sample sizes for the infant study under various assumptions
about effect size, the distribution of the risk factors, and the correlations between risk
factors. The first part considers individual-level risk factors; the second part considers
community risk factors. The analysis takes as its illustrative case comparisons between risk
groups on cognitive outcome in infancy as measured by a score on the VRM paradigm,
which conforms to a continuous IQ-type scale.

Individual risk factors. The illustrative model examines the case where two risk factors,
such as maternal alcohol use during pregnancy and poor nutritional status, predict VRM.
Other covariates (e.g., parental education) may be needed in such a model, but these could
either increase or diminish power. The Project will operate on the assumption that the
covariates have no effect on power.
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A further assumption is that for each risk factor, there are two groups: a low-risk and a highrisk group. Calculations for the effect size are made in standardized units: an effect•size of
.25 is one quarter of a standard deviation of the outcome variable. An effect size of .25 will
be considered as small, .33 as moderate, and a .50 standard deviation as large.
Three PoSsible distributions of risk are considered: equal distribution , p = .50; moderately
skewed distribution, p = .25; and highly skewed distribution, p = .125. For simplicity, both
risk factors are assumed to have the ~same distribution.
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Two possible degrees of correlation between risk factors are considered: no correlation ( a
relative odds of 1.0) and moderately high correlation (a relative odds of 4.0, meaning that
being at risk on factor 1 increases the odds fourfold of also being at risk on factor 2).
See table 8.1 below for the required sample sizes.

Table 8.1
Required Sample Sizes
Effect Size
Small
Uncorrelated
Risk

Medium

Correlated
Risk

Large

Uncorrelated
Risk

Correlated
Risk

Uncorrelated
'~ Risk

Correlated
Risk

784

400

450

175

196

1,012

531

581

233

253

1,692

915

971

399

423

p = .50
697
p = .25
929
p = .125
1,593
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Relatively large effect sizes have been reported in the literature using VRM as an outcome
(Jacobson et al., 1993; Rose, 1983, 1994). Nevertheless, it is desired that this study be able
to detect a medium effect size with correlated risk factors that are moderately skewed. Such
an analysis requires nearly 600 subjects.

Neighborhood risk. The power analysis for neighborhood risk uses as the standard error
S - = - sqrt{{4 Delta}over J} with Delta- = - t a u - + - s i g m a sup 2 over n, where J is the
number of neighborhoods, n is the number of infants per neighborhood, r is the variance
between neighborhoods, and ~ is the variance within neighborhoods and is set to unity as
above. It is assumed, based on the Project's ongoing work in Chicago, that n = 12 infants
will be available per neighborhood.
The intracluster correlation--that is, the proportion of variance that lies between
neighborhoods--will have a bearing on the number of needed neighborhoods. The intracluster
correlation is given by r h o - = - tau over{tau- + - sigma sup 2 } - = - tau
over{tau- + - 1}.
Three such correlations are considered: small (.02), medium (.05), and large (. 10). It is
predicted that the intracluster correlation (ICC) will be small, especially after controlling for
relevant neighborhood-level covariates (e.g., poverty concentration) and that there will be
small to medium effects of neighborhood risk factors.
The results are given below in table 8.2. Entries in the table are the required number of
neighborhoods for power of .90. Total sample sizes of infants axe in parentheses. The results
assume that two types of neighborhoods are under comparison with equal numbers of
neighborhoods in each group.

Table 8.2
Number of Neighborhoods (Infants) Needed for Analyses
Effect Size
Small

Medium

Small

72

(864)

41 (492)

Medium

93 (1,1i6)

53 (636)

Large

121 (1,452)

68 (816)

Intracluster
Correlation (ICC)
i

i

I
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The maximum •number of available neighborhoods is 80. Given the small expected ICC, 80
will be sufficient to achieve high power, even with the small expected effects. Thus, from
table 8.2 it can be seen that the total number of subjects needed will be 864 for small effect
sizes and 636 for medium effect sizes.
Analytic Framework

--~
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. . . . .
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Data analyses for the infancy study are for the most part identical to those used in the
Projectr. The multilevel HLM analysis will be maintained along with Conventional
epidemiological analyses. Where appropriate, ordinal-level scale scores from interviews will
be converted to interval-level data by Rasch modeling (Rasch, 1980; Wright and Masters,
1982).
~
•There will be some forms of data in the infancy study that are not contained in the present
Project design. Growth data, for example, will have to be converted to percentiles based on
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention norms. Behavior during the mobile task will
have to be coded from videotapes and inter-rater reliability computed for this coding. Risk
scores for birth and perinatal complications, such as those found in the Sheffield birth score
(Carpenter, Gardner, Jepson et al., 1983) will have to be computed frommedical record
data. ~
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Chapter 9. Exposure to Violence
by Stephen L. Buka, Sc.D., and Mary Beth Selner-O'Hagan, Ph.D.
A Comprehensive assessment of exposure to violence (ETV) was needed to further the
Project's goal of obtaining a better understanding of the causes and pathways of delinquency,
crime, substance use, and violence. It has been suggested that ETV during childhood and
adolescence is widespread and has an adverse impact on the adaptational functioning o f i
youths, in terms of both the perpetuation of violence and the development of emotional
problems. Recent reports indicate that exposure to violent events places youths at risk for
•engaging in violent acts. For example, investigation of intrafamilial EFV has establishedan
association between abusive parenting and exhibiting violent behavior (Dodge, Bates, and
Pettit, 1990; Farrington, 1991; Patterson, 1986; Patterson, Debaryshe, and Ramsey, 1989;
Straus, 1991). Further, DuRant and his colleagues (DuRant, Cadenhead, Pendergrast,
Slavens, and Linder, 1994) found that ETV in the community was the strongest concurrent
predictor of use of violence by adolescents. The adverse impact of ETV is also evident in the
psychiatric sequelae of such exposure, including depression, withdrawal, fear, anxiety, affect
dysregulation, aggression, dissociative reactions, and intrusive thoughts (Bell and Ienkins,
1990; DuRant, Getts, Cadenhead, Emans, and Woods, 1995; Fantuzzo, DePaola, Lambert,
Martino, Anderson, and Sutton, 1991; Fitzpatrick and Boldizar, 1993; Freeman, Mokros,
and Poznanski, 1993; Hyman, Zelikoff, andClarke, 1988; Lyons, 1987; Martinez, Richters,
and Benoit, 1993; Osofsky, Wewers, Hann, and Fick, 1993).
One of the more frequently discussed effects of ETV is the development of posttraumatic
stress disorder (PTSD; Fitzpatrick and Boldizar, 1993; Pynoos, Frederick, Nader et al.,
1987; Pynoos and Eth, 1984). Empirical studies have linked both chronic and acute ETV as
a witness or a victim to the symptomatology of PTSD, particularly among younger persons
(Dyson, 1990; Pynoos, 1985). Although PTSD is recognized as a consequence of
catastrophic exposure to armed conflict or natural disasters, the def'mition of this disorder has
undergone continual refinement and now includes exposure to the types of street and
domestic violent events that occur all too routinely in American cities.
Shortcomings of Previous ETV Research

Many authors urge the development of research to understand both the short- and long-term
consequences of ETV. Richters (1993) stresses the need to delineate which types of violent
experiences in different contexts carry the greatest threat in order to develop and implement
appropriate intervention strategies with those at greatest risk for maladjustment. Pynoos et al.
(1987) support this view and assert that a child's reaction to trauma is affected by proximity
to the violent event, the child's relationship with the victim, and the presence of a parent or
caretaker. Putnam and Tricker (1993) note that the heterogeneous nature and severity of
traumatic exposure confound this research. Research needs to clarify carefully the nature and
types of traumatic stressors so that definitions and criteria can be standardized across studies
and instruments can be developed better to quantify levels of exposure. To expand the initial
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findings surrounding ETV and to obtain a more accurate understanding of this in terms of
type and prevalence of exposure, risk and protective factors that interact with exposure, and
the developmental impact of exposure, it will be necessary to use longitudinal designs, draw
more representative samples, and improve on existing assessment procedures.
The design of the Project provides a unique opportunity to address several shortcomings of
previous ETV research~ This project provides a heterogeneous sample of white, AfricanAmerican, and Hispanic male and female subjects from diverse economic groups who will
be followed longitudinally. Although this project affords the setting necessary to
comprehensively assess ETV in terms of sampling plan and longitudinal design, existing
instruments of ETV were not considered appropriate for detailing exposure. Thus, the Project
has worked toward developing an instrument that addresses the inadequacies in existing
measures of ETC. In doing so, improvement was sought on existing measures of ETV in
terms of:
• Defining what events are considered "violent."
• Specifying whether events are experienced or witnessed.
• Obtaining information on contextual features of the exposure.
• Separating acute from chronic exposure.
• Yielding an interval-level measure that conforms to the requirements of the longitudinal
design.
• Providing information on the psychometric properties of the instrument.
Def'ming violent events. Decisions regarding the content of ETV instruments have varied
widely across investigations. Most instruments include questions regarding more severe
events, such as shootings, being attacked with a weapon, or seeing someone killed. Some
include questions regarding drug-related violence. Few contain questions regarding sexual
violence. Some studies include violence that is observed in the media; others include violent
events that subjects are told happened to someone else. Such divergence in definitions limits
the comparisons that can be made across studies and complicates one's ability to estimate the
prevalence of exposure to violent events in the lives of young persons.
Victimization versus witnessing. Although differentiating between violence that is witnessed
and violence that is experienced (victimization) is considered to be important in charting
distinct sequelae, many studies do not separate such events (Fantuzzo et al., 1991).In
addition, despite findings that abused children react differently to witnessed violence than
nonabused children, this distinction has rarely been made (Hughes, 1988; Hughes, Parkinson,
and Vargo, 1989).
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Context of the exposure. Although many studies have inquired about ETV in diverse
settings (e.g., inthe community versus in the home), most instruments lack the specificity
required to make separate assessments as to the nature or impact of exposure in various
settings. Characteristics of violent events (e.g., setting, severity, whether witnessed alone or
with others) have not been carefully studied, even though they are thought to have a
mediating influence on the impact of ETV. For example, separating the effects of community
violence from that experienced within the home has not been achieved. Differences in the
impact of exposure based on whether the "offender" was someone the subject knew have not
been investigated. Further, although identification with victims is thought to be important
(e.g., Pynoos et al., 1987), studies have not routinely included questions to discern the
relationship betweenthe subject and victim(s).
Acute versus chronic exposure. There has been no systematic comparison of the effects of a
traumatic isolated incident with exposure to recurring, chronic violence (i.e., single, sudden,
and unexpected versus longstanding and anticipated). Although some investigators have
looked at the impact of specific violent events on children, neither the differential impact: of
experiencing either acute or chronic violence nor the interaction of experiencing both types of
events has been thoroughly investigated.
Interval scale. Scores on ETV instruments are usually treated as failing on an interval Scale
with all items being weighted equally. For example, the most widely used measure of ETV
(Richters and Saltzman, 1990) uses a frequency scale that ranges from 0 (no exposure) to 8
(exposed every day). This technique assumes an interval scale that necessarily requires that
the increase in ETV impact between 0 (no exposure) and 1 (exposed once) is the same as the
increase in ETV impact between 7 (exposed once a week) and 8 (exposed every day). There
is no justification for the existence of equal intervals between scale points in the measurement
of ETV. Further, most measures weigh violent events equally despite extensive qualitative
differences between item content (e.g., seeing someone hit versus seeing someone shot at
versus being shot). It seems clear that two persons with very different types o f exposure who
receive the same score (e.g., someone who has witnessed four murders obtains the same
score as someone who has seen someone chased four times) probably are affected differently
by these events and that scoring systems Should reflect the severity of the violence
experienced.
Psychometric properties. Littleresearch has been conducted to assess the psychometric
properties of existing instruments of ETV (Gladstein, Rusonis, and Heald, 1992; Richters
and Martinez, 1993; Cooley-QuiUe, Turner, and Beidel, 1995). Cooley-Quille et al. (1995)
have begun to assess the reliability and validity of one scale, the Children's Report of
Violence (CREV), and have obtained modest results that support use of this instrument in
assessment of community violence. The investigation of the psychometric properties of a
measure that includes questions regarding family and sexual violence, assesses E r v i n
separate settings (home, school, and community), and includes other contextual aspects of the
exposure has not been initiated.
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A New ETV Instrument: My Exposure to Violence
In response to these limitations, the Project has completed a three-phase development
sequence to create a new measure of ETV that addresses many shortcomings of prior ETV
measures. In the first phase, the Project examined the fit of a set of EFV response data from
49 (29 females, 20 males) low- to middle-income Boston-area residents (age range: 9 to 24
years) to the Rasch model (see chapter 12, "Item Response Theory" [IRT], for a description
• of this model). The results of this analysis (K.indlon, Wright, Raudenbush, and Earls; in
press) gave quite strong support for the conception of ETV as a latent construct. Results
indicated that the severity of items, as indicated by higher scores, conformed to researchers'
theoretical expectations: the empirically more extreme/severe items correspond to the more
severe events (e.g., violence with deadly weapons). Moreover, the scale separated
respondents well into a unimodal and symmetric distribution, although there were gaps
between items that would optimally be filled by items of intermediate severity. The statistics
measuring the fit of the data (for both persons and items) to the model were also quite good.
Fit statistics are calculated by comparing predicted item scores with observed item scores.
For example, the model predicts that extreme items should not be endorsed by persons with
low exposure to violence, but less extreme items should be endorsed by persons with a high
level of exposure. The primary fit statistic for a person measure or item calibration is the
mean of the standardized square residuals (observed-expected) for persons over an item or
items over a person. The expected values for the mean standardized fit statistic is 0
(SD = I). In these data, the value for item fit was -.2 (SD = .6) and for person fit, -.3 (SD
= .6), indicating good fit to the Rasch model. The key weakness of the measure was evident
in relatively low reliability (Cronbach alpha = .56), indicating that the measure had too few
items of moderate correlation.
The second phase in measure development was to replicate this analysis on a larger (N = 97;
53 females, 44 males; age range 12 to 18 years) and more diverse sample in Chicago to
assess whether the initial promising results would generalize to the setting of interest in the
proposed study. Results indicated that the data were quite similar in structure to that found in
the original study. The hierarchy of items was again consistent with theoretical expectations.
Reliability was of a similar magnitude (Cronbach alpha = .70), and item and person fit
statistics were quite good. For items, the standardized fit statistic M = -. 1, SD = 1.2 and
for persons M = -3, SD = .7. In this analysis, unlike the Boston study, there was a small
subset of individuals (around 3 percen0 whose responses did not fit the model. These were
persons who showed "acute" rather than "chronic" exposure, that is, a severe event(s)
experienced in the relative absence of less severe events. These individuals constitute a
separate group for analysis. Researchers also conducted initial validity studies with these
data. As expected, the ETV measure derived from the IRT modeling distinguishes among
neighborhoods with respect to homicide rate; higher levels of neighborhood violence are
associated with greater individual ETV. Additional evidence for measure validity is provided
by the fact that greater ETV was seen for persons who reported having committed a violent
offense. African Americans reported higher levels of ETV than either whites or Hispanics.
There were no age or gender differences.
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In the third phase of development, a field test of a significantly enhanced ETV measure was
conducted in Chicago; This instrument, My Exposure to Violence (My ETV), focuses on the
subject's exposure to a variety of violent and/or traumatic events over thesubject's lifetime
and during the past year. It includes questions regarding 24 different violent events that were
witnessed or personally experienced by the subject, or that happened to someone the subject
knows. An open-ended question regarding exposure to any violent event not covered within
the instrument also is included. Frequency of exposure, both duringthe past year and
lifetime, is measured on a 6-point scale (0-5), ranging from "never" to "more than 50
times." Followup questions are included for events that occurred in thepast year, specifying
the location (home, school, in neighborhood, outside neighborhood) and identity of victim
and/or perpetrator (e.g., family member, someone known, stranger). (See sample questions 5
and 6 in questionnaire 9.1 .) In addition, a section at the end of the instrument prompts the
•respondent to select the events that were most upsetting and obtains detailed questions
regarding the context and impact of these events (e.g., timing, location, proximity, identity
of victims and perpetrators, alone versus with others, fear of death). The primary objectives
of this third phase include (1) •developing an instrument that uses a scoring system based on
an interval scale that will weight a broad range of violent events according to their severity
and that differentiates between violence that is directly experienced (victimization) and that is
witnessed, and (2) assessing the psychometric properties of this instrument.
Eighty subjects between the ages of 9 and 24 participated in this third phase•. All Project
study participants who were interviewed from mid-September through early November 1995
were eligible, with the exception of those respondents who had a limited amount of time for
the interviews and those who did not speak English. Given that subjects were taken from a
consecutive string of enrollees, there was no stratification by neighborhood, gender, or other
criteria used in the Project sampling design. Sixty-one percent of the sample was male, and
the racial/ethnic composition was varied, with 46 percent African American, 40 percent
white, 10 percent Hispanic, and 4 percent other, based on subject self-descriptions. Subjects
were distributed across the study cohort ages: (ages 9 and 12:26 percent; age 15:19
percent; age 18:26 percent; ages 21 and 24:29 percent). Assessment of the neighborhood
clusters for this sample indicated that 50 percent resided in low-crime areas, 17 percent in
moderate-crime areas, and 33 percent in high-crime neighborhoods.

Thirty subjects were recontacted between 2 and 4 weeks following the initial interview to
assess the test-retest reliability of My ETV. O f those contacted, 5 were available only after
the 4-week interval and 1 declined to participate due to scheduling conflicts, resulting in 24.
subjects participating in the retest.
Three primary scales were derived from the My ETV measure: (1)witnessing violent events,
(2) victimization, and •(3) total exposure (witnessing plus victimization). Scores were obtained
for both lifetime and past-year exposure for each of these, resulting in a total of six scales.
Initially, these scales were examined for their fit to a Rasch model. Results indicated that the
fit statistics for these six scales were quite good (fit statistic < 12.01). Another way to
examine goodness of fit is at the individual level. For persons, poor fit (again defined as a fit
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statistic > 12.01) was rare and in virtually all cases was manifest by an "acute" pattern of
ETV. An acute pattern was defined by a fit statistic > 12.01 and a measure of ETV that fell
below the mean for the group. In order to exhibit this combination, one would have to
endorse one or more of the more severe types of exposure. An example of this pattern was a
subject who reported that her only experiences with violence were being the victim of sexual
assault on more than one occasion. The percentage o f acute subjects (depending on the scale
used) ranged between 0 and 5 percent. Lastly, an inspection of the hierarchy of item
extremity confirmed the expectation that higher item calibrations would be associated with
more extreme events. Two extreme items that did not completely fit these expectations were
"home during break-in" and "witness to a sexual assault."
In terms of psychometric properties, both reliability and validity of these six scales were
investigated. Cronbach's alpha was used to assess the internal consistency of each of the six
scales. Results reflected excellent reliability (.68-.93), with the highest levels obtained on the
witnessing (.91-.92) and total (.89-.93) ETV scales. The test-retest reliability for all six
scales was also good (.61-.92), with reports of lifetime exposure being somewhat more
reliable (.85-.92) than reports of exposure during the past year (.61-.89).
To investigate the vaiidity of My ETV, the data were analyzed in two ways. First, group
differences in the measures derived from the Rasch IRT modeling were examined. Results
indicated significant differences (p < .05) as a function of gender, race, history of violent
offending, and neighborhood violence. Second, data were examined at the level of the.
individual item. One preselecteditem (had seen someone shot) from the past year and:
lifetime scales is presented here to provide a more descriptive sense of group differences.
Gender. Male subjects were over 1.5 times more likely than female subjects to have seen
at least one shooting during their lifetime (35 percent and 20 percent, respectively) and 4
times more likely to have witnessed a shooting on more than one occasion (28 percent and
7 percent, respectively).
Race/ethnicity. African-American subjects were three times more likely than whites to
report having seen someone shot during their lifetime (49 percent compared to 16 percent)
and five times more likely (16 percent to 3 percent) to report seeing someone shot within
the past year.
• Violent offending. Violent offenders were three times more likely to have seen a shooting
during the PaSt year (22 percent to 7 percent).
• Neighborhood level of violent crime. Subjects in high-crime neighborhoods were 17
times more likely to have witnessed a shooting during the past year than those who resided
in a low-crime neighborhood (35 percent to 2 percent), with exposure to this event falling
i n between (21 percent) in moderate-crime communities.
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This third phase of scale development investigated My ETV as a measure of youth exposure
to violence developed through Rasch modeling. Initial results indicate that My ETV is a
promising measure of exposure to violence. There are a number of criteria that can be
invoked to assess the value of an instrument, including the evaluation of reliability, validity,
and practical utility. The scales derived from M y ETV are psychometrically sound, andthe
response data fit well to the Rasch model for rating scales. Results of test-retest and internal
consistency analyses indicate that this is an acceptably reliable instrument. Assessment o f the
•criterion validity of My ETV also produced promising results. Particularly good evidence f o r
validity of this measure was obtained in the associations demonstrated between scores on My
ETV and gender, violent offending, and neighborhood crime. As expected, males reported
more exposure than females, violent offenders reported more exposure than nonoffenders,
and those living in high-crime areas reported more exposure than those residing in low-crime
areas.
~.
P

Further Investigation
The three phases of investigation have furthered the development of a psychometrically sound
and useful instrument for the assessment of ETV. Future research is needed to assess the
contribution of contextual factors, to obtain a more detailed understanding of acute versus
chronic ETV, and to investigate the contribution of ETV to the development of psychiatric
disorders in general and to PTSD in particular. The inclusion of contextual information, such
as the location of the exposure and the identity of those involved (perpetrator and victim),
and the differentiation of chronic and acute exposure will assist in delineating those events
that pose the greatest threat•in terms o f short- and long-term sequelae. Identifying youngsters
prior to exposure and then following their development during and after exposure will assist
•in more clearly assessing the contribution of these factors to both the determinants of ETV
and the resulting impacts. The Project plans to incorporate this new measure in Wave 2 ,
which will lead to the completion of these goals.
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Questionnaire 9. !

Sample Items from My Exposure to Violence
.

In your whole life, have you EVER seen s o m e o n e else get attacked with a weapon, like a
knife or bat? Would you s a y . . . (read all choices)

5A.

1.

Yes

Go:.iioQ~!-5A,!:i!.:

2.'

No

Go!i~oi~!f;~ii:ii!:'::.,!

About how old were you the first time you saw someone get attacked with a
weapon? (Record age)

5A r - l _ _
(yrs old)
5B.

5C.

(5D.)

(5T.)

(SL).

5 = DU

Now, just thinking about the PAST YEAR, about how many times have you
seen someone else get attacked with a weapon, like a knife or bat'? Would you
s a y . . . (read all choices)
0.

Never

Go tO Q. 6

1.

Once

Gp:to Q.: (5D)

2.

2 or 3 times

Oo~iO:'iQ:( 5 D )

3.

4 to 10 times

G 0 t o Q,:(SD)

4.

More than 10 times

Go tO Q. ( 5 C )

: :i

5B r " l _ _

; :

5c i - - i _ _

About many time s have you seen this in the PAST YEAR?
(ReCOrd number 0f times~)

(times)

When you saw someone get attacked with a weapon in the PAST YEAR,
did this happen...
5D. inside your home?

1. Yes

2. No

50 L V - I _ _

5E. in someone else's home?

1. Yes

2. No

5E l - - ' 1 _ _

5F. at school?

1. Yes

2. No

5F D - -

5G. somewhere else in your neighborhood?

1. Yes

2. No

5G r ' l _ _

5H. outside your neighborhood?

1. Yes

2. No

5H r - i _ _

In the PAST YEAR, did you see someone else attacked with a weapon...
5I. by someone in your family?

1. Yes

2. No

5i l - ' 1 ¸

5J. by someone else you knew?

1. Yes

2. No

5J i " l

5K. by anyone else?

1. Yes

2. No

5K r ' 1 _ _

__

In the PAST YEAR, who did you see get attacked with a weapon? Were they...
5L. someone you knew and felt very close to?

1. Yes

2. No

~.t-m__

5M, someone you knew but didn't feel very close to?

1. Yes

2. No

5M l ~

5N. anyone else?

1. Yes

2. No

~ r'l__

6 = REF

7 = NAP

8 = DK

- -

9 = NA

Questionnaire 9: I (continued)

.

In your Whole life, have you EVER been attacked wi!h a weapon, like a knife or bat?
Would you say... (read all choices)
Never

1.

Once

2.

2 or 3 times

3.

4 to 10 times

.

,6A.

6B.

5=DU

Oo~toQ,i 7:

0.

"

Q
.

G01tOQ: 6 B

More than 10 times

Go to Q: 6A

About howrnany times has this happened in the PAST YEAR?
(Record number of times~)
,
:.

(times)

About how old were you the first time you were attacked with a weapon?
.(ReCord age7-))'
.

6=REF

'~

7=NAP

3 I - " !
(yrsold)

8=DK

9=NA
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Chapter 10. Heart Rate as a Physiologic Marker
by Daniel Kindlon, Ph.D.
Beginning in 1992, Project staff scientists Enrico Mezzacappa and Daniel Kindlon, under the
direction of Felton Earls and in collaboration with Richard Tremblay at the University of
Montreal, have been investigating the association between heart rate fHR) in childhood and
adolescence and concurrent or subsequent antisocial behavior. These investigations have had
two primary facets. The first of these has been to explore emerging technology and
methodology for the measurement of heart rate; the second has been to study heart rate as a
physiologic marker within a longitudinal study of children in Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
The initial phases of these investigations involved consultation with leading cardiologists and
physiological researchers to understand the limitations of simple pulse rate as a physiologic
marker. The primary limitation with using pulse rate is that it does not allow for a
disentangling of the autonomic nervous system influences that determine the overall rate at
which the heart beats and the variability in that rate over time. Spectral analytic techniques,
however, where the beat-to-beat variability in heart rate can be separated into sympathetic
and parasympathetic influences, do afford a more promising technology. These initial
investigations resulted in the publication of a paper (Mezzacappa, Kindlon, Earls, and Saul,
1994) that describes the "how to" of spectral analysis and its usefulness in the study of the
physiologic contributors to a propensity for antisocial behavior.
These investigators have continued to explore both assessment techniques and emerging
technologies. In particular, a protocol has been used wherein electrocardiogram (ECG) and
respiratory time series data (inductance plethysmography) are collected from subjects
breathing at a specific frequency (15 breaths per minute) in both supine and standing
positions. This protocol not only allows for the decomposition of I-IR variability into
sympathetic and parasympathetic components (low and high power), but also permits the
study of other aspects of autonomic influence such as transfer magnitude, transfer phase, and
coherence. In addition, advances in spectral analytic software and portable ECG equipment
have been monitored and incorporated into ongoing work. Figure 10.1 illustrates how
spectral analysis separates the HR time series signal into its component frequencies.
The protocol is designed to elicit HR variability from postural and respiratory sources. It is
expected that under the experimental conditions employed, linear relationships would exist
between the respiratory and the HR variability. It also is assumed that, in the absence of
respiratory pathology, cardiac pathology affecting the sinus node and associated conduction
tissue, or neuropathy affecting the central or peripheral autonomic nervous systems, any
differences in transfer function estimates would reflect differences in central autonomic
processing of respiratory-HR relations.
Physiologic assessment takes place in a laboratory setting familiar to the subject. A surface
ECG (lead IT) and a respiratory time series (inductance plethysmography capturing both
83

• thoracic and abdominal excursions) are obtained. Gain for respiratory leads is calibrated
using a breathing apparatus of known volume.
Subjects are first placed in a supine position and trained to breath in synchrony with a
metronome at a frequency of 15 breaths per minute (0.25 hertz) to isolate the HR variability
generated by respiratory change from that arising in response to postural change, which
naturally occurs at around 0.08 to 0.1 hertz, or about 6 times per minute. After a practice
period, data are collected for 4 minutes . ~ the supine position. Subjects are then asked to
stand quietly while continuing to breath at the same frequency. Another 4 minutes of data are
collected in this position.

Processing of Physiologic Data
The interbeat (R-wave to R-wave) intervals of the surface ECG are digitized to within 1
millisecond. The beat series are visually inspected for artifacts. These are manually corrected
using accepted methods designed to maintain the integrity of the time series.
The respiratory signM isdigitized at5.0 hertz. HR time series are reconstructed from the
R-R interval series at 5.0 hertz to match the respiratory time series: From these two time
series, corresponding 2-minute segments are chosen from each of the supine and standing
postures. Power spectra and transfer function estimates are generated from linearly detrended
time series.
Two frequency bands are identified in each power spectrum: from 0.04 to 0.15 hertz and
0.20 to 0.30 hertz. These are labeled POST power (postural source), and RSA power
(respiratory sinus arrhythmia), respectively, to reflect their presumed origins. Estimates o f
respiratory transfer functions are taken at 0.25 hertz, or at the peak breathing frequency
when this deviates slightly from 0.25 hertz. When coherence of the transfer function is less
than 0.5 (range 0.0 to 1.0), estimates of transfer magnitude and transfer phase are deemed
statistically unreliable and eliminated.
When known sources of the HR variability are quantified concomitantly with HR, the
specific transfer of variability from the source to the HR variability can be estimated. Using
spectral techniques, this transfer of variability portrays the frequency dependent distribution
o f the shared variance between the two processes (cross-spectral density), the magnitude of
the HR response to corresponding Changes in the sources (transfer magnitude), such as lung
volume (bpm/liter) orblood pressure (bpm/mm Hg), the timing of the HR responses to
changes in the sources (transfer phase in degrees), as well as estimates of the coherence or
linearity and statistical reliability of the relationship between the source and the I:IR response.
Graphic illustrations are presented in figure 10.2.
The first paper ('Kindlon, Tremblay, Mezzacappa, Earls, Laurent, and Schaal, 1995)
emerging from the Project that explores heart rate as a physiologic marker for aggression
reports two primary findings. The first is that individual differences in resting heart rate are
84
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moderately stable over 1- and 2-year intervals in middle to late childhood, thus supporting its
usefulness in longitudinal research. This study also finds that fighting behavior was related to
HR for 11-year-old boys in a cohort sampled from the general population and for 12-year-old
boys in one of the two cohorts of boys with disruptive behavior problems. This relationship
holds even when controlling for body size and pubertal status. This set of findings is, to the
researchers' knowledge, the fh'st reported demonstration of a relationship between HR and
physical aggression within a relatively homogeneous lower socioeconomic status sample.
These cohorts continue to be followed into adolescence using the more sophisticated
technologies described above. Results appear in a paper under review (Mezzacappa,
Tremblay, Kindlon, Saul, Arseneault, Seguin, Phil, and Earls; in press).
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Figure 10.2
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Part Three: Analytic Strategies

Chapter 11. Hierarchical Linear Models and Growth Models
by Stephen Raudenbush, Ed.D.
A continuing vital task in the planning and conduct of the Project has been the development,
testing, and refinement of methods of statistical analysis of the data yielded by the study.
Ongoing analytic work has ensured that essential Project hypotheses are testable, sharpened
thinking about what the Project can learn from its data, informed key decisions about study
design, and produced new generalizable knowledge about the design and analysis of
longitudinal studies conducted in the social settings of families, neighborhoods, and schools.
Thinking about statistical modeling is rooted in the conceptual framework of the overall
Project. Each child may be viewed as developing along a path that moves away from or
toward specific behaviors, and this path is influenced by personal and family characteristics
and by neighborhood, school, and peer influences. It is essential that the statistical models
employed in this study capture the essential features of this conception, which include notions
of "developmental paths," variability of such paths across persons, and the dependence of
such paths on personal background and social experience. Such models are referred to as
"models for individual change in social context." Raudenbush (1992, 1994, 1995a, 1995b)
describes this family of models in some detail and provides numerous examples of their
application.
The Project's work on statistical modeling over the past 5 years has included a review of
relevant analytic methods, identification of new models and estimation procedures, evaluation
of study design alternatives, and initial analysis of the Project's data.

Review of Analytic Approaches
The research design for the Project's cohort data involves a two-stage sampling process: 80
neighborhoods are first sampled; then, within each neighborhood, persons are sampled and
followed annually.~ This design will therefore produce repeated measures on persons who
are nested within neighborhoods. Review of current practice revealed that commonly used
analytic techniques in the fields of psychology, sociology, criminology, and education are n o t
adequate to meet the demands posed by such longitudinal studies of nested samples. In the
rarefied case of continuous outcomes and a perfectly balanced design (equal numbers and
spacing of time points for each participant~ equal numbers of participants in each

qn detail, the sampling plan for the longitudinal cohort study is considerably more complicated, involving
the subdivision of Chicago into 343 neighborhoods, the classification of those neighborhoods into 21 strata
defined by the cross-classification of ethnic mix and socioeconomic status, the sampling of neighborhoods within
strata, the listing of dwelling units in sampled blocks within neighborhoods, the random assignment of listed
dwelling units into replicates, and the recruitment of eligible participants within selected replicates. However,
for purposes of statistical modeling, there are three key sources of random variation: variation between
neighborhoods, variation between participants within neighborhoods, and variation within persons over time.
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neighborhood, no missing data, and no covariates), the classical univariate and multivariate
analysis of variance will be appropriate to such data. However, the data yielded by this study
will include discrete as well as continuous outcomes; it will inevitably produce unequal
spacing of time points and some missing data, regardless of the care taken in data collection,
and covariates that vary over time, persons, or neighborhoods. Raudenbush (1993a) showed
how a family of hierarchical models, estimated via restricted maximum likelihood, can
duplicate the results of conventional analyses of variance under the restrictive conditions
when those analyses are appropriate, but then extend application to allow for the more
complex data that arise in field settings. An important aspect of the Project's analytic work
has involved the tailoring of these hierarchical models to deal with a variety of interesting
applications that will arise in the analysis of the data. These are briefly considered below.
New Methods and Estimation Procedures
Models for migration across social context. When each person who is repeatedly observed

is nested within one and only one social context (e,g., one community), the data can be
analyzed by means of a three-level hierarchical linear model. However, if some persons
migrate across social contexts (e.g., persons move to a new community, children change
classrooms as they progress through school), the data will have a crossed structure. For
example, observations may be identified by the cross-classification of persons and
communities. Raudenbush (1993) developed maximum likelihood and empirical Bayes
estimates for this type of model and applied it to study teacher effects on the language
acquisition of children in bilingual education programs during grades one through four. He
employed the same model to study the joint effects of neighborhoods and schools on
educational attainment in a sample of Scottish school-leavers. Both examples have direct
application to the Project's data. Kang (1992), working under Raudenbush's direction,
completed a thesis that developed a model including covariance components associated with
rows, columns, and cells of unbalanced two-way matrices. This model is applicable to the
same types of data structures described above when there is sufficient within-cell data to
distinguish the row-by-column interaction variance from the within-cell variance.
Nonnormal error models. Kamali (1992), working under Raudenbush's direction, completed

a thesis evaluating the adequacy of four proposed statistical algorithms for normormal
repeated measures data. Chan (1995) completed a dissertation that developed an algorithm
and computing program that will produce maximum likelihood and empirical Bayes estimates
for repeated measures on Poisson data. The method uses Monte Carlo integration in
combination with rejection sampling to maximize likelihood.
Repeated measures on multivariate outcomes. One stream of Project analyses will involve

multivariate repeated measures over time. Thus, a child will have two trajectories of change
for a given dependent variable, one for each reporter of that child's social behavior. For
example, a parent and a teacher will report on social behavior at each wave of a longitudinal
study, yielding two change trajectories that will be related but not identical. This approach is
explained in Raudenbush, Brennan, and Barnett (1995); an application to psychological
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distress in married Couples is in Barnett, Raudenbush, Brennan, Pleck, and Marshall (1995).
A related multivariate application in research synthesis ("meta-analysis') is in Kalaian and
Raudenbush (in press). This allows synthesis of findings of many studies where not all
studies use the same set of multiple outcome variables.
Multilevel structural equation models for latent variables. Not all models for longitudinal
data involve repeated measures. Often, the goal will be to relate status~on a given
developmental indicator to status on other indicators measured later in development. At this
time, it is challenging to model these structural relations in the setting of multilevel data.
Finding maximum likelihood estimates for such models when persons are nested within
neighborhoods and when the numbers of persons vary across neighborhoods has been
difficult. Raudenbush (1995c) showed how this problem can be solved in a fairly simple way
by conceiving it as a missing data problem and applying the EM (expectation maximization)
algorithm.
Collateral work. All of the above work was directly supported by the Project and linked to
design and analytic issues in that study. Collateral work that has direct application to the
Proj~t involves estimation and interpretation in studies of school effects (Raudenbush and
Willms, in press).
Design Alternatives

One of the challenging problems facing the ~Pr0ject has been determination of sample sizes:
How many time points should be collected per cohort participant? How many participants •
should be sampled per neighborhood? How many neighborhoods are needed? How many
years should separate the several birth cohorts, and how many cohorts should there be?
These questions are not only of keen scientific interest, they are critical to the efficient
allocation of resources available to conduct the study. Using the family of hierarchical
models described above as a foundation,: Project researchers have rigorously examined these
questions and, in the process, have generated some new insights available to other
researchers using similar designs.
Optimal allocation in longitudinal and nested designs. The researchers have intensively
studied the problem of choosing the number of time points per subject, the number of
subjects per community, and the number of communities in longitudinal and nested designs.
The results are based on variance components analysis from the National Youth Survey.
Given these variance components and estimates of the cost Of sampling at each level, one can
express the sampling variance of the estimator of each fixed effect in the model as a function
of the sample sizes at each level. One can then minimize this sampling variance with respect
to these sample sizes. The results provide solid support for the •design chosen by the Project.
Raudenbush (in press) provides the first in a series of papers that report these results.
Linking of data across cohorts. Raudenbush and Chart (1992) pilot tested a new
methodology for linkingadjacent cohorts in longitudinal accelerated designs. They developed
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an empirical test of the credibility of the link and evaluated the power of the test.
Raudenbush and Chan (1993) provided evidence on statistical power and multicollinearity
associated with alternative designs varying in terms of the number of overlapping time points
between adjacent cohorts. That paper also considered the reliability of estimates of individual
growth parameters when missing data are present and the consequences of the resulting
unreliability for estimation of the fixed effects of the model.
Current Analytic Work
Intensive analysis of the Project's community data has given rise to new methodological work
in two areas. First, researchers have developed a multivariate random effects model for count
data with two applications. One application involves cross-sectional data on multiple
indicators of crime. Researchers are examining variation across neighborhoods in terms of
different types of homicide and asking whether community-level structural characteristics
have similar or different relationships to the homicide rate, depending on which kind of
homicide is of interest. Another application involves the repeated measurement of crime.
Researchers are examining community-specific trajectories in homicide rates between 1970
and 1990 and seeking to understand how changes in community structure relate to changing
homicide rates. The models are based on a family of Poisson-normal mixture models with the
possibility of overdispersion.
T h e second line of work involves the study of responses to the community survey.
Researchers are asking about the psychometric properties of measures of social organization
at the neighborhood level, and they are interested in the reliability of variation between
persons within neighborhoods. The model being developed handles missing data at the item
level. An item response model calibrates each scale, and this model is embedded within a
random effects model that estimates variation and covariation of the "true scores" at each of
two levels: within and between communities. Based on this work, researchers will be able to
generate model-based imputations of missing responses and examine the sensitivity of results
to the imputation procedure.

Programming
Richard Congdon has done all of the programming for the new statistical algorithms used in
these papers. Additionally, he has continued to develop algoritluns and programs for discrete
outcomes in multilevel settings having two levels, three levels, and cross-classifications. He
continues to work on improving their computational efficiency in anticipation of the large
amount of data to be yielded by the community survey and the cohort study.
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Chapter 12. atem Response Theory"
by Daniel Kindlon, Ph.D., and Stephen Raudenbush, Ed.D.
Item response theory flRT) has been applied by the Project to create measures that are
appropriate for its longitudinal design. Nearly all of the individual-level variables used i n
social science research are derived from scales with an assumed linear or interval level o f
measurement; that is, the distance between points o n a sca/e is considered to be equal. A
common example is an item with a 3-point response scale defined by 0 (not true), 1
(somewhat true), and 2 (very true). Here the distance between 0 and 1 is assumed to be the
same as the distance between 1 and 2. It follows that when items such as these are summed
to yield a scale score, the distance between 0 and 10 is assumed to be equal to the distance
between 20 and 30. These assumptigns are rarely justified, and their violation has
unfortunate consequences for longitudinal work such as the Project. When the nonlinear
scores (e.g., mean scale score) of two groups, or of persons over time, are compared,
quantitative inferences about differences between them cannot be made. The magnitude of the
score differences will depend on the characteristics of the items composing the scale.
Specifically, the differences will depend on the item probability thresholds (i.e., the level at
which the item has a 50-percent probability of being endorsed) and on the spread of these
item thresholds (Wright and Masters, 1982). •
To overcome some of this, Project researchers investigated the use of IRT (Mellenbergh,
1994; Thissen and Steinberg, 1988). IRT affords a methodology for analyzing the properties
of scales, including the modeling of responses as falling on an interval level. Thus, through
IRT, interval-level measures can be created from nonlinear raw data if the construct under
investigation has the necessary proPerties.
One initial use of IRT has been with the exposure to violence (ETV) construct. ETV is
conceptualized as a condition in which people vary along a continuous distribution ranging
from 0 to infinity. Researchers postulate that interval-level measurement is possible along
this continuum. They also posit that the types of violent events to which a person could be
exposed also vary along the continuum. Some events are more severe than others, and the
measurement strategy must capture these differences. The researchers hypothesize that
responses to items will be governed by a single latent variable, the degree of exposure to
violent events. With this perspective, differences between individuals axe not random. For
reasons such as area of residence or lifestyle, people who are exposed to one violent event
are more likely than others to be exposed to other violent events. It follows that if persons
vary on the frequency of their exposure, those with the highest levels of exposure will be
most likely to experience the more rare, extreme events. If the ETV construct meets these
assumptions, researchers should be able, using IRT, to create an interval-level ETV scale.
The researchers chose to investigate the utility of one of the most straightforward IRT
models, the Rasch model for rating scales (Wright and Masters, 1982; Rasch, 1980), with a
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set of response data from a short measure of ETV. If these investigations prove fruitful,
plans to extend these investigations to other measures in the protocol are anticipated.
The development of the model begins with the question, "What are the important conditions
that bear on how an item will be answered?" Rasch modeling is often used in cognitive
testing where primary parameters are usually referred to as "person ability" and "item
difficulty." For the psychological condition being investigated, these terms are awkward;
"item extremity" will replace "item difficulty" to indicate that the more extreme an item is,
the less often it is endorsed, and that more extreme items should correspond to more severe
forms of violence. "Person exposure" will replace "person ability" to denote the cumulative
level of exposure to violence.
With exposure and extremity as the parameters determining the probability of endorsement, a
mathematical model can be specified. Since exposure and extremity must be on the same
scale to be useful, their natural mathematical relationship is their difference. When item
extremity exceeds person exposure, which would be the case when a person with a low
exposure is confronted with an item asking whether a severe form of violence has ever been
experienced, the probability of endorsement is less than .5. When person exposure is greater
than item extremity, the probability is greater than .5. When item extremity and person
exposure are equal, the probability of a correct response is .5.
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The Rasch model is constructed on a linear scale for ETV by using response data as
realizations of the probabilities of item endorsement given the level of that item's extremity
and the exposure of the person responding to the item. Since the difference between exposure
and extremity can vary from minus infinity to plus infinity, whereas probability varies
between 0 and 1, the measure differences are transformed into the 0-1 interval by the natural
log-odds ratios. Thus, in the Rasch model, the probability that a person will endorse an item
(i.e., answer "yes" where yes = 1 and 0 = no), given item extremity and person exposure,
is:

P•I

log(-~--) ~B~ - D i
P, ao

where:
B n = person exposure
Di = item extremity
n = persons 1, 2, ..., n
i = items 1, 2, ..., i
In the case of rating scales where there are more than two response options, the equation
becomes:
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Phi"
n/j-1

where:
Fii = step resistance threshold of step j
j = responses 0, 1, 2, ..., j

?

The step resistance threshold is the adjustment in item extremity that corresponds to making
the step between the two points on the response scale being considered for that item ( e . g . ,
giving an answer corresponding to a score of 2 rather than of 1). Thus, the probability that is
Computed refers only to that step. '
. . . .
The units of the log-odds linear scale are called logits, and a person's exposure in logits is
defined as his or her.natural log-odds for endorsing items of a standard level of extremity.
The leVel of an item's extremity in !ogits is its natural log-odds for eliciting endorsement
from persons with a standard expostlre.
Both the preliminary results with pilot data (I¢dndlon, Wright, Raudenbush, and Earls,~ i n
press) and field trims with the Project's ETV measure in Chicago (Selner-O'Hagan, Kindlon,
Buka, and Earls, in preparation) have shown that the BTV data fit the Rasch model quite
well. These results have encouraged the researchers to use this methodology with other
individual-level variables in the Project protocol.
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Part Four: Data Managementand Quality Control

Chapter 13. The Data Management System
by Jan D. Dunham, Ph.D.
The task of managing data for a study of the size and scope of the Project is monumental.
The volume of data to be collected over 8 years is enormous, as they come from a variety of
sources and from different levels of aggregation. Further, the data must conform to highquality standards and be held in strict confidence to protect the confidentiality of the study
participants. The Data Management and Quality Control (DMQC) unit at the Project has
designed and created a data management system (DMS), consisting of several interrelated
components, to handle the particular challenges of this research study. This group also
designed and installed a local area network (LAND in the Chicago office, established an
Internet connection to facilitate remote communication, and developed quality control and
data security procedures. In addition to continuing work on DMS components, DMQC is
beginning to work with data from several completed surveys and will implement a plan to
link these data and agency record data to data from the cohort assessments. DMQC is
working to standardize data set preparation procedures to streamline the process and ensure
that all data sets can be linked. DMQC also is documenting these efforts so that other
researchers may benefit from their experiences.
Local Area Network
A LAN consisting of three servers was designed by DMQC to: (1):provide maximum
security for confidential data, (2) support remote communications, (3) provide sufficient
expansion capability, and (4) be easy to use, maintain, and upgrade. The network was
designed to minimize processing bottlenecks and to maximize the protection of study data by
isolating it from programs, f'des, and the communications server. Study data and applications
are protected by disk duplexing. In addition, all data and programs are backed up to tape
every day. Backup tapes are transferred to offsite storage once a week. DMQC also provides
technical support to Project staff to resolve user problems ranging from printer jams to major
software incompatibilities.

Quality Control/Data Preparation
DMQC has developed and implemented procedures for quality control and data preparation
for incoming data. Among the quality checks that DMQC has carded out on existing data
are: (1) comparing hard copy records to electronic data fries to ensure accuracy of
keying/scanning, (2) checking for out-of-range values and internally inconsistent values to
ensure instruments axe being administered correctly, and (3) reviewing codes for open-ended
questions to ensure the accuracy of coding. DMQC monitors the quality of data on an
ongoing basis andprovides feedback to field staff when appropriate. DMQC also ensures that
data are linked at the appropriate level. In some cases, e.g., the key informant da~t and the
community indicators data, this means linking at some level of aggregation such as the
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census tract or neighborhood cluster. In other cases, such as systematic social observation
data and agency records data, it means linking at the level of individual cohort members.

The Data Collection System
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The development of a computerized data collection system, which enables research assistants
to conduct interviews in the field with notebook computers, has been one of DMQC's most
innovative accomplishments. This computer-assisted personal interviewing (CAPI) system is
integrated into the overall DMS and offers many advantages over traditional paper-and-pencil
interviews. All measures for the cohort assessment have been computerized using an
application called FormBuilder. With FormBuilder, questions, answer options, and skippattern codes are entered to create computer "forms." Because FormBuilder was designed to
be used by nonprogrammers, it is relatively easy to use. To build a form, the user enters the
text of the question along with a question name, question label, and response format. The
response format can be any one of the following: character, numeric, date, time, multiple
choice, or text only. Once a response format has been selected, FormBuilder prompts the
user for additional information, such as field length. In the case of multiple choice formats,
the user first builds a "library" of multiple choice response tables. Then, as each question is
entered, the system directs the user to the appropriate screen to select the correct multiple
choice table from this "library." In addition to entering the questions and associated
information, the user creates the skip-pattern coding based on the paper form, using the
"route" option in the design menu. Once this information has been edited, the user can build
the form. Data quality is improved with this interview method because the computer prevents
certain types of errors from being made during the interview. For example, skip patterns are
automatic, so the interviewer can neither erroneously skip questions that should be asked or
ask a question that is not applicable. In addition, some information is automatically recorded,
such as "time started" and "time stopped." The use of CAPI also eliminates the need for a
separate data-entry operation as computerized interview data are uploaded into the data base,
saving time and money and enhancing data quality by removing data entry as a source of
error.

The Data Collection System (DCS) is the central control system for the notebook computer,
which enables the research assistant to administer the interview. It is written in DOS to
lessen the memory and space requirements needed on notebook computers. This application
consists of DCS itself, which manages the overall data collection, and FormRunner, which
executes the individual questionnaires. Working together, DCS and FormRurmer provide the
flexibility required for a variety of interview situations. For example, using the "suspend"
feature, the interviewer can stop in the middle of a particular questionnaire and return easily
to that exact point later. This capability will be useful in situations where the study
participant does not have enough time to complete the entire assessment in one sitting. The
"refuse measure '~ feature allows the interviewer to mark the remainder of a questionnaire as
refused by the participant and proceed to the next instrument. The "later" feature gives the
interviewer the option of skipping certain measures and returning to them at the end of the
interview. This option is valuable because sensitive measures can only be administered when
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no other household member is in the room. Thus, both DCS and FormRunner were designed
to handle the complexities of the multimeasure data being collected.
In addition, DCS includes several safeguards to protect thedata during collection. First, a l l
personal information on the notebook computers is encrypted and the notebook computer
itself is password protected. During data collection, each response is saved asthe interview
takes place. This means that in the event the interviewer has to conclude the interview
abruptly or the computer loses power, all responses recorded to that point a_re secure.
Finally, the interviewer always is prompted to back up the data to floppy disk when the
session is terminated. Short of turning off the computer in the middle of the interview, there
is no way to exit the system without being instructed to back up the data.
DMS and DMS Link
In addition to the FormBuilder and DCS applications, two other elements are critical to the
Project's data management: (1) DMS, which manages the data in the Central office, and (2)
DMS_Link, which provides the interface between the data collection and data management
systems.
DMS. DMS is a large and complex system that includes the overall relational data base

structure in which the Project data and the set of integrated applications used to manage the
data are maintained. A relational data base design was chosen to facilitate linking records
across different levels of aggregating and integrating new data elements without costly and
time-consuming rewrites of the existing data base. Although many of the components in the
overall DMS design are complete and functional, new elements are still being added. As new
elements are completed, they are quickly brought online for use. The primary features of
DMS are:
,
• Storing and safeguarding all project data.

'

• Tracking all case activity, including research assistant assignment, contact information,
and tracking and retention activities.
~
• Maintaining current and historicalpersonal information--name, address, and phone
number--for studyparticipants.
• Generating reports for all project units.
Security systems have also been developed by DMQC to protect both Project data and the
confidentiality of study participants. Project data are protected from loss by a system of
backups . The data base file server is equipped with a RAID (redundant array of inexpensive
disks) to guard against data loss in the event of a hard-drive failure. This technology protects
the data by spreading the data across multiple drives ("striping") and by storing the same
dataon a second drive ("mirroring"). In addition, all project data are backed up to tape on a
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daily basis and maintained for 2 weeks, and backup tapes are moved to offsite storage once a
week. The confidentiality of thestudy participants is protected by security features at both
the network and program levels. The network operating system, Novell, allows the network
administrator to control directory and program access. DMS also has a built-in security
system to provide further access control to data rdes. For example, within DMS, only a
limited number of people who have "super-user" status are allowed to read all of the data
rdes.
DMS also is used as a tool to manage field activity and to report on progress in the field.
Field management staff can record which cases have been assigned to which research
assistants and the current status of each case. This information is used to generate reports to
monitor the field activity progress. This DMS feature is currently in operation for the Cohort
Assessment Unit (CALD and will soon be used in the Infant Assessment Unit (IAU) as well.
In the interim, IAU is tracking their case activity with a stand-alone application developed by
DMQC staff. Data entered into this temporary system are fully compatible with the D M S
design and will be moved easily into DMS when that part of the system is complete.
Finally, DMS is used to help find study participants who move or are hard to reach. Personal
information such as names and addresses can be updated, but the old information is retained.
Each update will include the new information along with the date of entry and the source of
that information. During each wave of data collection, research assistants also will obtain t h e
names and addresses of people who will always know how to contact study participants.
Maintenance of these tables will be critical to sample-retention efforts.
DMS_Link. DMS_Link is an application that permits the interface between DCS on the
notebook computers and DMS on the central office computer. Prior to an interview, research
assistants will download study participant information and the correct protocol from DMS to
their notebook computer. Upon returning from a completed interview, they will upload the
interview data back to DMS via DMS_Link. The creation of this interface was a challenging
task for DMQC because the notebook computers run under DOS-based programs and the
network runs under Windows. Additional programming was required to bridge the difference
in operating systems. Another design challenge in DMS_Link was to design a way to handle
temporary storage of study data in situations where an interview requires more than one visit.
DMS Link is now well equipped to handle a variety of scenarios involving partially
compieted assessments.
See figure 13.1 for an illustration of the Data Management System and the Data Management
System_Link.
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Figure 13.1

Integrated Data Collection/Management System
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PartFive: Project Relations, Communications,
and Future Research Directions

Chapter 14. Archives
by Susannah Bates, M.Ed.
An archive of Project documents, dating back to 1987, is being maintained. Files and
binders--including information such as core group/scientific directors' meeting materials and
minutes, status reports, subcontract information, publications, grants, and
correspondence--are part of a growing collection that documents the Project's history] All
fries and binders are being organized, labeled, assigned an ID number, and recorded into a
data base. A data base "directory" Of Project documents has been created to facilitate quick
review of contents and retrieval of information. In addition, special efforts are being made to
capture important events in the Project's history, such as public controversies covered by the
media. During 1996, plans are underway to incorporate the Project's earliest documents,
dating as far back as 1984-1985; this will involve interviewing some of the Project
originators, including Michael Tonry, Richard Linster, James Q. Wilson, Norval Morris, and
Lee Robins. The Project archives will be maintained throughout the course of the study.
Table 14.1 is a sample of page printouts from the archives data base. Each item (file or
volume) listed has been assigned an ID number and a letter (either G, E, or V) indicating the
"type" of f'rie: (1) General, (2) Event, or (3) Volume. This data base has become a useful
tool for locating Project documents.
(1) General: These files focus on ongoing subjects or aspects of the study, such as general
administration, agency records and sample retention, subcontracts, and newsletters, that axe
not specific to a particular year and are therefore not dated. Information will be added to
these files in chronologic order throughout the course of the study. ID numbers for all
general fries start with the number 1,
(2) Events: These fries focus on particular events that took place (meetings, conferences,
etc.) and are in chronological order dating back to 1988. ID numbers for all events files are
based on the year the event took place. For example, event frie 9006 contains the minutes
from the 1990 Workshop on Statistical Analysis; event f'tle 9101 contains the agenda for a
1991 advisory group meeting.
(3) Volumes: Some event information (such as meeting materials) was originally organized
into volumes and is stored in its own archives category. These volumes also include
information such as grant proposals and collections of articles and publications. Reports from
Phase I working groups also are catalogued in this section. ID numbers for most volumes
begin with the year the event took place; a few volumes have ID numbers starting with
number 1 if the information in that volume is not specific to a particular year.
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Table 1¼.1
Archives
16#

( Type
1100iG
11011G
11101G
i 111 G
11 20 G
1121 G
1122 G
1123 G
1124 i

11251G
1126 G
1127 G
1130 G
1131G
1132 G
.114q G
1141G
1142G
11431G
11441G
11451G
11501G
}

11511G
1152!G
1153tG
116OIG
11611G
1162 G
1168 G
11701G
1171G.
1172 G
1173 G
1174 G
1175 G
1176 G
1180 G
1181G
1182 G
1183,G
1184 G
1185 G
1186 G
1187 E
1188 E
1189 E
1190 E
1195 G
1196 G
8701V
8801E
8802 E
8803 E
8806 V
8807 V
8808 V

I
File/DocTitle
iJan Dunham
tlntelligence Plan
JSteve Raudenbush
IRichardCongdon
Correspondence
,Patricia Lau
IBrochures
Lillian Calhoun
Marilyn Katz
INewle~ers (Chicago)
iBad Press
Sood Press
!Dan IQndlon
iAnn Strohm
ilntelligence Plan
individual Measures
Family Measures
School Measures
Peer Measures
Neighborhood Measures
Other
Correspondence
Judge Baker Annual Reports
PHDCN Annual Reports
Miscellaneous
Correspondence
Quartedy Reports
Miscellaneous
RWJ Correspondence
Abt Documents
Abt Correspondence
Abt - Revised Subcontract
Meeting with Abt
Abt- Weekly Meeting Minutes
Abt - Monthly Reports
Abt- Data Mgmt & Quality Co
Duke Univ. (Angold)
Kandei
Lessler
Michigan State (Raudenbush)
NORC -Key informant Survey
NORC -Syst Social Observ
MCIC
Washington Univ (R. Pdce)
Univ. of P'burg (R. Loeber)
Duke Univ. (J. Cole)
Univ. of Montreal (Tremblay)
Predoctoral Students
F'reaoctoral
Postdoctoral Students
Grant Proposal
Minutes
Transcript
Notes
Final Report
Meeting Materials
Meeting Materials

316/96

Date

J
Cate@ory
tData Management & Quality Control
IData Management & Qualtiy Control
JData Analysis
IData Analysis
Project Relations
Project Relations
Project Relations
Project Relations
Project Relations
Project Relations
Project Relations
IProject Relations
Infant Assessment Unit
Infant Assessment Unit
Infant Assessment Unit
IResearch Measures
Research Measures
Research Measures
Research Measures
Research Measures
Research Measures
MacArthur Foundation
MacArthur Foundation
MacArthur Foundation
MacArthur Foundation
NIJ
NIJ
NIJ
RWJ
Subcontract
Subcontract
511195 Subcontract
3117/95 Subcontract
Subcontract
Subcontract
Subcontract "
Subcontract
Subcontract
Subcontract
Subcontract
Subcontract
Subcontract
iubcontract
Subcontract
Subcontract
Subcontract
Subcontract
Student Fellows
Student Fellows
8114187 Proposal to NIJ & MacArthur
511 2188 Pathways Working Group
815188 Pathways Working Group
8/5188 Pathways Working Group
1211188 Onset Working Group
815188 Pathways Working Group
Materials for several planning meeti

g
Table 14. i
Ar ch iv es

!

ID# t Type
8809iV
8810Vt
8811 IV
881 2IV
8813 V
8814 V
8815 V
8916 V
8817 V
881 8 V
8819 V
8901 V
8902 V
8903 V
8904iV
8905 E
8906 V
8907 V
8908jV
8909 V
8910 V
8911 IV

8912Iv
8913V
8914V
8915V
8916V
9001 E "
9002JE
9003 E
9004 E
9005 E
9006 E
9007 E
9008 E
9009 E
9010 E
9011 !E
9012 E
9013 E
9014E
9015 E
9016 E
9017 E
9018 E
9019 E
9020 E
9021 E
9022 E
9023 V
9024 V
9025, V
90261V
90271V
9101 E
91O21E ~

I
File/Dec Title
IMeeting Materials.,
IMeeting Materials.
tMeeting Materials
IMeeting Materials
JMeeting Materials
Meeting Materials
Meeting Materials
Paper
Final Report
Final Report
Final Report
Papers/Articles
Meedng Materials
Meeting Materials
Meeting Materials
Meeting Materials
Report
NLSY Child Handbook
Report
Report
Proposal
Meeting Materials
Meeting Materials
Meeting Materisl
Reports
Final Report
Letters/Articles
Workshop Summary
Notes
Workshop Report
Vlinutes
iWorkshop materials
Minutes
Notes
Workshop Materials
Minutes
Workshop Materials
Transcript
Workshop Report
Notes/Articles
Workshop Materials
Transcript
Transcript
Workshop Report
Workshop Materials
Transcript
Workshop M a t e r i a l s
Workshop Report
Agenda
Manuscript
Vleeting Materials
~eport
;Meeting Materials
Meeting Materials
IAgenda
Minutes

I
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continued
3/6/96
Date

(,,,
Catecjory
IMaterials/Notes from Meetings in D
Desistance working Group
11111/881Desistance Working Group
815188 Pathways Working Group
9/22/88 Research Advisory Board Meeting
Onset Working Group
Onset Working Group
Explaining Delinqency & Drug Use
12115/88 :Desistance Working Group
12115/88 Pathways Working Group
12115188 iOnset Working Group
311189 Research Design Working Group
4/20/89 Research Design Working Group
5115189 Research Design Working Group
8/17189 Research Design Working Group
10/3/89 Graylyn Conference on Longit Res
618189 Interim Report to Advisory Group
•
1118/89Guide to Use of Nat'l Longit Surv of
5/29/89 Violent Recidivism ...
6/8/89 Violent Recidivism...
518/89 Proposals for Side Studies
6/8189 Research Advisory Board Meeting
5126189 Research Organization Working Gro
6/27/89 Research Organization Working Gro
8/25189 Critiques on Reports
12115/89i Report on Phase II Activities
Requests for Info for PHDCB - 89-9
611119(] Gender issues Workshop
6111/9C Gender Issues Workshop
611119(] Gender issues Workshop
7115190 Phase III Working Group
7115190 Phase III Working Group
7/16190 !Workshop on Statistical Analysis
7116190 Workshop on Statistical Analysis
7116/90 Workshop on Statistical Analysis
8/14/90 Statistical Issues Workshop
8/14190 Statistical Issues Workshop
8114190 Statistical Issues Workshop
9114190 Biological Measures Workshop
9114190 Biological Measures Workshop
9/14/90 Biological Measures Workshop
9114190 Biological Measures Workshop
9115/90 Core Group Meeting
11/2190 Community Measures Workshop
11/2/90 Community Measures Workshop
11/2190 Community Measures Workshop
1 2114/90 Faro Struct & Ethn Workshop
12114190 Fam Struct & Ethn Workshop
12116190 Core Group Meeting
4/12190 Manuscript for PHDCB articles
6/11190 Gender issues & Antisocial Behavior
101119C The Willie M. Program
1113/9C Core Group Meeting
121161901 Core Group Meeting
1131191 Advisory Group Meeting
1131191 Advisory Group Meeting
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Chapter 15. Project Relations Strategy
by Patricia Lau, M.P.A.
A community relations strategy was developed in 1995 to build local support and secure the
cooperation from study participants that is essential for the success of the Project. This plan
has focused on almost daily meetings with community leaders in politics, education, religion,
law enforcement, business, and social service organizations in Chicago to clarify the
Project's purpose to the public and has established a collaborative relationship between these
leaders and the Project. In a city where illegal immigration is prevalent, where suspicious
and fearful communities have vigilant "watch" groups, and where gang turfs need to be
acknowledged, the process of recruiting and retaining subjects for the study is complex.
Added to this picture are the inaccurate and potentially damaging charges from the Chicago
Coalition Against the Violence Initiative, which have required the Project's energies to
counteract. The Project worked with Media Strategies (a public relations firm) during the
past year to train senior Project staff to deal with the media, especially on the national level,
and to train staff to answer questions about the Project in the field.
The Project Relations Unit provides a vital communication link between the Project and the
community through the following activities:
Educating and informing the public about the purpose and goals of the study, including
designing and developing brochures, handouts, and presentation materials that explain the
Project's mission to diverse audiences.
Developing and nurturing community-based contacts within various neighborhoods in an
effort to marshal support and interest in the Project, and initiating and maintaining
relationships with community leaders and policymakers as a foundation for continuous and
fluid communication throughout the course of the study.
Addressing questions and concerns from special interest groups that may be misinformed
about the Project's mission and goals.
Publishing a newsletter to provide study participants, community leaders, and
policymakers with current information about the status, findings, and results from the
study.
Facilitating an internal communications network among the Project's senior management
staff, university public affairs offices for the scientific directors, the MacArthur
Foundation, and the National Institute of Justice.
O

Responding to all inquiries from the media at the national, city, and community levels,
reviewing and evaluating all interview requests in conjunction with scientific directors and
media consultants, and coordinating interviews as needed.
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Chapter 16. Publications and Communications

I

by Patricia Lau, M.P.A., and Susannah Bates, M.Ed.

I
g

The Project has developed a variety of communications products to provide information
about the Project as it progresses.
:
Within the Project Relations.Unit, a variety of documents have been either created or revised
within the past year to provide relevant, accurate, and timely information about the Project to
the local public. These materials include a question-and-answer handout; an overview of the
study; a brochure titled Intricate Pathways; an essay written by Felton Earls, titled
Connecting Social :Science to the WorM, which was published as an additional brochure in
spring 1995; and recent newspaper articles from local and national newspapers to provide
different perspectives on the study. These materials often are combined in a presentation
folder or press kit and distributed to key community leaders and media representatives.
The Project Relations Unit also has developed "community-friendly" literature that features a
one-page fact sheet, a "backgrounder," and a brochure translated into Spanish, Polish,
Russian, Chinese, and Cambodian. These materials help build and secure cooperation among
neighborhood residents and facilitate study enrollment. Recent newspaper clippings about the
Project also are provided to help explain the Project's goals. I n addition, letters that have
been translated into Spanish and Polish and include endorsements from national, State, and
local elected leaders are distributed to help gain residents' interest and support.
The Project has developed several ways to communicate its progress and f'mdings to the
public. Two quarterly newsletters have been initiated, with a distribution of over 1,000 each.
City News: Chicago in Ten Years, produced by the Project RelationsUnit, keeps community
leaders and subjects informed about the Project. This publication includes a change o f
address card to keep track of participants when they relocate. The Chicago Project News,
edited by Susannah Bates in the Boston office, keeps public health and criminal justice
professionals up to date On the Project's issues and findings.
• The Project also has designed a home page on the World Wide Web that can be accessed
with a Web browser such as Netscape or Mosaic at: http://phdcn.harvard.edu. This home
page, which is updated regularly, includes an overview of the Project and newsletters and is
available to the public. Information such as scientific directors' meetings, weekly meetings
from both the Boston and Chicago offices, and Project staff members' calendars are posted
on the home page, with password protection for Project staff only and are distributed to
Project staff by e-mail as well.
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Chapter 17. Future Research Directions
by Felton Earls, M.D.
Some future directions for the Project include the challenge of integrating physiological
measures of aggression, such as heart rate, lead levels, and hormonal influences, into the
study. The Project is currently conducting a study of lead levels in children through the
Chicago Department of Health and, as described in the Exposure to Violence chapter of this
report, will be collecting saliva samples from children to study cortisol and its relationship to
stress and aggressive behavior. A series of three workshops by Felton Earls and Bruce
McEwen oll neurobiological research to explore the interaction between environment and
neural mechanisms took place at Rockefeller University in early 1996. This work has
included an investigation of the influence of testosterone on violent behavior that found no
differences in hormone levels between a group of psychiatrically hospitalized boys under age
9 and controls (Constantino, Grosz, Saenger, Chandler, Nandi, and Earls, 1993), as well as
more recent studies on patterns of cortisol secretion in infants institutionalized since birth
(Carlson, Dragomir, Earls, Farrel, Macovei, Nystrom, and Sparling, 1995). In both
instances, the Project is investigating extreme groups, following the logic that if positive
links are not revealed within these groups, there is little merit in addressing such questions in
a general population sample.
A continuing concern of the Project has been how to find sensitive approaches to measure
family influences on child social and psychological development. Although not covered in
this report, Project scientists engaged in several systematic reviews of the existing literature
(McGuire and Earls, 1993) and field-tested measures that appeared particularly promising
(Barnes McGuire and Earls, 1994; McGuire and Earls, 1995).
A domain of psychological development that needs refinement prior to its incorporation into
the Project's protocols has been referred to as perceived competence, self-efficacy, or human
agency by various investigators. The Project is profiting from the work of an extensive
review of theories and measures in this area (Haidt and Rodin, 1995) and is currently
developing a new measure to test (much as was done with the Exposure to Violence
measure).
The Project also has investigated the methodology for assessing the extent of father
involvement in infants' lives and the relationship between father involvement and cognitive
outcome (Yogman, 1984; Yogman, Kindlon, and Earls, 1995).
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Finally, the Project plans to incorporate ethnographic studies into the Project to capture the
social life of a subgroup of the 80 study neighborhoods beyond the capacity of survey
approaches.• Some observations will include:
• Who goes to work?
• W h a t do children do?
•

How openly do drug markets function?

•

How visible are police?

•

What is the availability, and use of public recreation space and facilities for youths?

• How much adult supervision do children receive?
With assistance from youths and parents as consultants and informants, the Project will gain
additional information about what it is like to grow up in Chicago's communities and what it
is like to raise children and teenagers given the strains of life in a large city.
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